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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report documents characterization activities in the Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor

(PRTR) core and associated structures. Associated structures include reactor shielding, the

moderator dump tank and the room it sits in, and the lower reactor space. These are the last

remaining structures and equipment that directly supported reactor core operation.

Review of characterization data shows the highest dose rate inside the core to be 44 R/hr,

with very low contamination levels. Gamma energy spectral analysis reveals the dose is primarily

from 60Co and 137Cs. Contamination isotopes are 60Co, 137Cs, and extremely small amounts of

241 Am. Dose rates outside the core are negligible in normally accessible areas in the reactor dome.

In another 30 yr, 60Co (half-life of 5.271 yr) will have gone through 5 half-lives and be 3/100ths of

its present amount. 137Cs (half-life 30.17 yr) will have gone through one half-life and be at half its

present concentration. 24lAm (half-life 432.2 yr) will have only gone through 7/100ths of a

half-life and will essentially be unchanged. No nonstructural lead and very little accessible

asbestos were found.

This report recommends that the lower reactor space be stabilized by cleaning it out and

that all other structures evaluated in this report be left alone. Cleaning will probably be easiest

and most effective using a high-efficiency paniculate air (HEPA) filter vacuum cleaner. The dome

structure should be maintained for another 30 yr. In that time, natural radioactive decay will

substantially reduce exposure and contamination risks to workers.

ES-1
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PRTR Characterization - Activities and Results

1.0 BACKGROUND

The background of the Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor (PRTR) is presented in a number
of places. Appendix A is a background summary and directory to primary sources. It was written
as a result of background research supporting the work reported here.

2.0 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

The scope of the PRTR characterization project was to gather radiological and chemical
data from the core and remaining associated structures. This information will aid the
decontamination and decommissioning organization in responsibly and safely protecting and
dismantling this part of the reactor. Figure 1.0 is a cutaway drawing that shows relative locations
for the work reported here. The goal was to gain as much information about the PRTR core and
the remaining associated structures, with the minimum possible radiation exposure and cost.
Specific project objectives were to:

• Determine contamination levels in dry gas space, reactor top face (top of the top
shield), primary coolant piping internals, lower access space, moderator dump
tank, and the space underneath the moderator dump tank

• Determine the dose rates directly in the reactor core

• Attempt to answer the following questions:

Is there water in the top shield?

How much contamination (fuel and fission products) condensed on the
bottom of the reactor after the 1965 accident?

How much asbestos is there in the reactor?

Is there any heavy-water left in the reactor?

What is the condition of the moderator dump tank dunnage?

• Locate and quantify asbestos and nonstructural lead in the reactor core and
associated structures.

This report also contains an inventory of the lead in the PRTR facility (Appendix B).
Most of the lead in inventory is included in the building structure as shielding and is not
removable.
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Figure 1.0. PRTR Reactor Cavity Layout.

Not to scale, sizes are approximated
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3.0 CHARACTERIZATION METHODS AND ACTIVITIES SUMMARY

To accomplish project objectives, four entries were made into the reactor and associated
structures. Pictures of these entries are in Appendix C. The four entries were: 1) underneath the
moderator dump tank, 2) into the lower reactor space, 3) into the reactor process tubes through
the top face, and 4) up to the reactor core through one of the side shield plugs. Table 1.0 shows
what information each entry was expected to provide (X), and what information each entry
actually yielded (Y). The only objectives not met were those requiring entry into the dry gas
space or access to the bottom of the reactor. For reasons stated below, access to the dry gas
space and the bottom of the reactor was denied.

Inability to access these areas imposed the consequence of not being able to get some information
directly. These consequences were mitigated by obtaining needed information as indicated below.

Table 1.0. Entries into the PRTR Reactor and

Objective

I. Videotape and photograph all work, showing
equipment conditions.

II. Determine contamination levels in:

A. Heavy water dump tank

B. Primary piping internals/externals

C. Dry gas space

D. Reactor top face (top of top shield)

E. Reactor bottom face (bottom of bottom
shield)

F. Lower access space

G. Space under dump tank

III. Determine dose rates from the following:

A. Core cumulative dose

B. Through shield-plug opening, isotopic
reading

IV. Answer (or get adequate information on) the
following questions:

A. Is there water in the top/bottom shields?

B. What is the condition of the inside of the
bottom gas seal? How much
contamination condensed in that location
during the 1965 accident?

Top entry

X, Y

X, Y

X,Y

X,Y

X,Y

Associated Structures.

Side shield
plug

X,Y

X

X,Y

X,Y

X

Lower space

X,Y

X, Y

X

X

X

X, Y

X, Y

X

Below
dump tank

X,Y

X,Y
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Table 1.0. Entries into the PRTR Reactor and Associated Structures.

Objective

C. Is there any heavy-water left in the reactor
system?

D. What is the condition of the dump tank
dunnage?

V. Identify hazardous materials locations

A. Lead

B. Asbestos

Top entry

X,Y

X,Y

Side shield
plug

Lower space

X,Y

X, Y

X,Y

Below
dump tank

X,Y

X,Y

3.1 FIRST CONDITION; ITS CONSEQUENCE, AND MITIGATION

3.1.1 Condition

The thermal barrier in the lower reactor space was locked in the "UP" position. Its lifting
jack, while in place, has been cut from any hydraulic system and is not operational as presently
configured.

3.1.2 Consequence

Could not access the bottom of the reactor bottom shield and could not directly evaluate
its contamination levels, the gas seals, or any piping internals.

3.1.3 Mitigation

Contamination on the bottom of the reactor can reasonably be inferred from contamination
levels in the lower reactor space. The primary piping internal surfaces are assumed to be fairly
uniform in contamination levels, therefore, this information was gained from the top entry.
Investigation into plutonium levels inside the dry gas space was deferred to the side entry using
gamma energy analysis and neutron detection. Gas seal condition is not crucial since the reactor
will never operate again. Therefore, no evaluation was made regarding its condition. The raised
thermal barrier required consideration of the reactor bottom face as separate from the lower
reactor space.
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3.2 SECOND CONDITION; ITS CONSEQUENCE, AND MITIGATION

3.2.1 Condition

Dose rates in the core were too high for gamma energy analysis inside the core during the
top entry. Adequate shielding around the detector would have prevented contamination from
getting into the process tube which is 8.2 cm (3.24 in.) inside diameter.

3.2.2 Consequence

Could not get good isotopic information from inside of the core by top entry.

3.2.3 Mitigation

Got isotopic information from the "shine" at the top of two of the reactor nozzles. Also,
got isotopic information from the side of the reactor, through the shield plug thimble. Gathering
isotopic data was not originally planned for the top entry, but an attempt was made to glean as
much information as possible from this entry.

3.3 THIRD CONDITION; ITS CONSEQUENCE, AND MITIGATION

3.3.1 Condition

Because of concerns about possible plutonium contamination inside the dry gas space, it
was decided to forego removal of the thimble until after evaluation of data noted in the report.
But, following the evaluation of data, there is no guarantee that removal of the thimble will occur.
Future evaluation of this report will determine if removal of the thimble is necessary.

3.3.2 Consequence

This decision, combined with the challenge of the thermal barrier being up, made it
impossible to take smears of the dry gas space.

3.3.3 Mitigation

Information regarding maximum plutonium contamination in the dry gas space was gained
from the side entry. Maximum plutonium contamination levels were inferred from gamma
spectral data combined with neutron data. With these two measurements, it is possible, knowing
thimble construction materials, to calculate the maximum amount of plutonium that could be in
the vicinity of the probe. Neutron count was below background levels, indicating extremely low
levels of fissile material. In retrospect, entry into the dry gas space would probably not have been
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as difficult as feared. However, the administrative requirements to enter a space without firm
data, and with its history of being involved in a nuclear accident, would have delayed this project
considerably.

4.0 CHARACTERIZATION SUMMARIES BY ENTRY

4.1 REACTOR TOP FACE

The goals for this entry are noted in column 2, "Top Entry," of Table 1.0. The reactor's
top face was accessed by lifting off the 6.8 ton inner rotating shield noted on Figure 1.0. This
completely exposed 45 of the 85 process tube nozzles and partially exposed another 7. Figure 2.0
shows the locations of the process tubes entered and the area exposed by removing the inner
rotating shield. The objectives were driven by both PRTR core characterization and personnel
protection requirements. The objectives for this entry were to map the dose profile of the core by
both elevation and relationship to the centerline of the core, evaluate the presence and condition
of lead and asbestos, and determine if the water was removed from the top shield.

Dose rate profiles were made on the center tube, #1550, a mid-tube, #1354, and a fringe
tube #1144. Selection of these tubes allows development of a dose profile perpendicular to the
core centerline Specific dose profile data are reported later in this document, but dose rates
inside the core and shields ranged from a high of 44 R/hr just below the top shield bottom plate to
3.7 mR/hr at the top of the nozzles (with the nozzle caps removed). Field instrument readings of
technical smears (100 cm2) from the top of the reactor ranged from 500 to 1000 dpm p/y and
were all <20 dpm a. Dose rates of places accessible to people were a maximum of 2 mR/hr on
contact (for both open and closed windows), indicating no significant (3 dose. This dose rate was
a contact reading on the tops of the nozzles, with the nozzle caps in place. This would give only
an extremity dose in normal circumstances. Whole body dose readings were much less.

Removal of the inner rotating shield provided excellent access to process tube nozzles, but
failed to expose the outlet ring header or the jumpers after they leave the nozzle area. Removal of
the inner rotating shield also failed to expose the top shield cooling water connections, although
one was visible. The top of the reactor is in good condition, not excessively corroded, and seems
to be stable. No loose lead was found on the reactor top, although it was impossible to see the
entire top shield. It was possible to see part of the outlet ring header and it appears lagged with
what is probably asbestos. Each of the outlet jumpers has an asbestos and aluminum foil blanket
around its resistance temperature device (RTD) location, but these are not accessible unless the
outer rotating shield and perhaps the stationary ring shields are removed. To access these
asbestos blankets, (1) it would be necessary to remove the outer rotating shield, (2) removal of
the 31 ton outer rotating shield requires the added controls of making it a critical lift, since the
polar crane is rated at 30 tons, (3) for these reasons, the amount of asbestos in this part of the
reactor could not be estimated, and (4) the asbestos is stable and protected, as it should be in its
present location until decontamination and decommissioning of the building begins.
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Figure 2.0. PRTR Process Tube Locations.
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Testing for the presence of water in the top shield was done by using a neutron activation
method (see Table 1.0, IV.A). A plutonium/beryllium (PuBe) neutron source was placed in a
pure copper tube. The entire probe was then lowered down a process tube (#1049) to desired
elevations in the shield and left for 24 hr for each of three tests. In the presence of water, the fast
neutrons emitted from the PuBe source are "thermalized" and reflected back to the source. The
fast neutrons do not activate the copper tube as they leave the probe, but reflected thermal
neutrons will. By counting activity of the copper tube it is possible to determine if the tube was in
a neutron thermalizing environment, such as water The probe was placed near the top of the top
shield, near the bottom of the top shield, and mid-plane of the bottom shield as a blank since the
bottom shield is known to be empty. The bottom shield is known to be empty because it was
filled from the bottom, through the bottom plate of the tank, and its fill line has been cut. The
conclusion from these tests (Appendix E) is that the top shield is empty of water.

Special tools to remove the nozzle caps were recovered from the lower reactor space.
These tools were stored on top of the reactor before it was closed.

4.2 SIDE SHIELD PLUG ENTRY, -21 FT C-CELL

Goals for this entry are noted in Table 1.0, column 3 "Step Plug." Removal of a
horizontal step plug from the biological shield allows dosimetry instruments to be placed next to
the reactor vessel wall. The plug selected for removal was the lower of two step plugs in the
-21 ft C-cell, 1L (Figure 1.0), mostly for ease of removal and because of the two fission chambers
in the thimble. Data objectives for this entry were to characterize dose rates through the
biological shield, develop data that correlated to top entry information, get contamination data
from a surface analogous to the reflector surface, and to determine the maximum plutonium
contamination in the dry gas space. The fission chambers were removed and disposed of as an
accelerated cleanup action.

Specific dose rate profile data are presented later in this report. Contamination on the
plug was very loose, with most of it being removed by wide area characterization smears. Field
results on the technical smear (100 cm2) taken in the thimble were 60,000 dpm B/y and <20 dpm
a. Dose rates were taken at 6 in. intervals up to the vessel wall. A gamma spectrum instrument
and neutron counter were also inserted to validate isotopic information taken from the top entry
and to determine the maximum amount of transuranic isotopes possible in the calandria.

The biological shield step plug is bolted into a long stepped pipe, called a thimble. It
extends from the outside of the biological shield, through the reflector, and up to the reactor
vessel wall. The outside of the thimble is part of the dry gas space (a gasket on the outside of the
biological shield made it gas tight) and it was water cooled on the inside (the space between the
step plug and the inside of the thimble). Cooling water was provided by a side-stream from the
reflector system, and was heavy water (D2O). Contamination of the thimble inside surface should
be similar to the reflector. There was still a small amount of water in the thimble when it was
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first opened (~ 10 to 20 ml). The water itself is not radioactive and didn't appear to be
contaminated, which means that the radioactive contaminants are not particularly soluble in water.

4.3 LOWER REACTOR SPACE

Goals for this entry are noted in Table 1.0, column 4 "Lower Space." This is the area
where most stabilization activity is expected to take place. Data objectives were both
characterization and personnel protection, to be used in developing a stabilization strategy.

Field readings for technical smears (100 cm2) range from 1,000 to 15,000 dpm $ly and
were all <20 dpm a. Contact Cutie Pie (CP) dose rates for specific equipment and areas in the
space ranged from 2 mR/hr to 10 mR/hr with the window open. General field readings were
<0.1 mR/hr). See Appendix F for specific radiological survey data (smears reported on the survey
report are wide area smears).

At the time of this work, the lower reactor space had been barricaded off for nearly 30 yr
and was quite dirty. The floor of the eastern part of the room is cluttered with a variety of tools,
many of which are special tools made for working on the top face. There is no non-structural lead
in the space, although three of the dump valves are shrouded with metal sheeting. This metal,
while apparently not entirely lead, appears to have some lead in it. There is a small amount of
loose asbestos lagging in the area immediately inside both temporary barriers. The asbestos is
from a lagging removal job done long ago. The asbestos should be considered friable. It is also
likely that the inlet ring header is asbestos-lagged, although, it was not visible because of the
thermal barriers being locked in the "up" position.

This part of the work included opening up the moderator dump tank for inspection, to
ensure all heavy water had been removed (Table 1.0, IV.C) and to establish the condition of the
tank. The tank was found to be dry, and has a light layer of orange deposit on the bottom. The
only smear available was a technical smear off the bottom of the tank. This represents probably
the worst contamination case for the entire moderator system.

4.4 UNDERNEATH THE MODERATOR DUMP TANK

Goals for this entry are referred to on Table 1.0, column 5 "Below Dump Tank." Because
of its limited access, the data objective for this part of the reactor structure was primarily
contamination information to determine curie content of the room. This data objective was
chosen because of very restricted access to the space, limiting the value of additional personnel
protection data.

Field readings of technical smears (100 cm2) range from 2,000 to 40,000 dpm p/y and <20
to 420 dpm a. Dose rates were about 10 mR/hr underneath the tank (instrument was RO-7, using
a low range probe) and 0 mR/hr at the access tunnel opening (RO-7). These readings are at the
low end of the RO-7 instrument range; there are no subdivisions between 0 mR/hr and 10 mR/hr.
CP readings were 25 mR/hr window open and 3 mR/hr window closed at the tunnel opening,
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indicating presence of a low energy P emitter. See Appendix H for specific radiological survey
data.

This area was surprisingly clean, despite its position as the lowest point directly
underneath the reactor. The space underneath the moderator dump tank is drained directly to the
previous location of the A-cell sump pump. The tunnel is a few inches off the floor, making
evaporation the only way for the last part of any collected liquid to dry Because of that,
expectations were to find some dirt on the floor. Although this was the case, smearable
contamination was low. The aluminum tank dunnage looked to be in excellent condition (see data
in Table 1.0, IV.D).

5.0 CHARACTERIZATION SUMMARIES BY SURFACE TYPE

The surface area for each surface type is estimated by calculating areas of simple
geometric shapes that approximate the surface shape(s). These calculations are included in
Appendix G, along with basic assumptions. Section 5.5, "Data Summary Presentations" contains
Table 2.0 and Table 3.0. Table 2.0 presents area calculations and technical smear field and
laboratory results. Table 3.0 presents total curie estimates for the various surface types discussed
here.

5.1 INSIDE SURFACES

Defined here as surfaces that did not contact ambient air during operation and are not
readily accessible.

5.1.1 Moderator (Table 1, II.A, "Heavy Water Dump Tank")

Description: This surface consists of all the surfaces that contained or contacted
the moderator water. This includes the inside of the moderator dump tank, the
bottom gas lines and bottom drain line, the top drain lines, the top gas lines, the
outside of the shroud tubes, the inside surface of the reactor vessel, the top plate,
the top of the reflector vessel, the moderator inlet plenum, and the moderator
dump space. All of these surfaces are aluminum alloy.

Estimated surface area: 2.78 x 106 cm2 (2.99 x 103 ft2)

Sample results or inferred conclusions:
Total a = 2.59 x 10"4 uCi/100 cm2

Total P = 1.84 x 10"3 nCi/100 cm2

MCo = 2.73 x 10"3 nCi/100 cm2

137Cs = 2.04 x 10"5 uCi/100 cm2

241 Am =6.57xl0-5nCi/100cm2

10
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Information source: Smears taken from the inside of the moderator dump tank.
(It should be noted that the bottom of the moderator dump tank is likely the most
contaminated part of this surface. Because of this, any curie content calculations
will be higher than actual content).

5.1.2 Primary Coolant (Table 1.0, Il.B, "Primary Piping Internals/Externals")

Description: This surface consists of all the surfaces that contained or contacted
primary coolant. This includes the inside of the inlet and outlet ring headers and
their respective supply and drain lines, the jumpers between the ring headers and
the process tubes, and the inside of the process tubes and nozzles.

Estimated surface area: 2.19 x 106 cm2 (2.36 x 103 ft2)

Sample results or inferred conclusions:
Total a= 2.12 x 10"5 uCi/100 cm2

Total (3= 2.37 x 10"3 uCi/100 cm2

•"Co =3.05xl(r>Ci/100cm2

137Cs = 1.33xl0-6uCi/100cm2

Information source: Smears taken from the inside surface of the nozzles on tubes
numbered 1550, 1354, and 1144.

5.1.3 Dry Gas Space Surface (Table 1.0, II.C, "Dry Gas Space")

Description: This is the space between the reactor core socket formed by the
biological shield and the calandria. It includes the inside of the biological shield,
the outside of the calandria, down each shroud tube (between the shroud tubes and
the process tubes), down through the bottom shield along the process tubes to the
gas seals on the bottom, along the side of the bottom shield and top shield to the
gas seals Additional area includes the entire surface area of the thermal shield, out
along the side step plug sockets and the outside surface of the thimbles.

Estimated surface area: 4.42 x 106 cm2 (4.75 x 10' ft2)

Sample results or inferred conclusions: Neutron counts were below background
levels, making the neutron analysis very sensitive. Because of the low counts,
there is very little, if any, fissile material in the calandria. Gamma spectrum
analysis could not yield further information on transuranic amounts because 60Co
and 137Cs emissions were so high their Compton scatter masked spectra emitted by
low-energy emitting isotopes, as the transuranics would be.

Information source: Gamma spectral analysis and neutron count through the
thimble wall (Appendix H).
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5.1.4 Reflector Surface

Description: This is the area inside the reflector tank and its supply and discharge
piping.

Estimated surface area: 4.77 x 105 cm2 (513 ft2)

Sample results or inferred conclusions: This surface is assumed to be the same
as the inside of the thimble. No isotopic data were obtained from the thimble
technical smears. However, field treatment readings were 60,000 dpm p7y and
<20 dpm x.

Information source: Thimble 1L technical smear field data.

5.1.5 Top and Bottom Shields

Description: The top and bottom shields are essentially mild steel tanks filled with
iron shot. Depending on where the shot is located, it started out at either 0.1 in. or
0.25 in. in diameter. The most important question regarding these shields was
whether they are dry or wet, because that would indicate the condition of the iron
shot. Both top and bottom shields exceed the capacity of the polar crane with the
shot in them so condition of the shot is important if the core is to be dismantled.

Estimated surface area: N/A

Sample results or inferred conclusions: The bottom shield is dry. This is known
because the fill and drain lines have both been cut, the fill line came off the bottom
of the tank, and the cut ends of the lines are both below the bottom shield. The
top shield is also dry, according to experimental data.

Information source: This is inferred from data gathered from a PuBe/Cu probe
(Appendix E). This probe consists of a PuBe radioactive source inserted into a
copper pipe. The probe was lowered into a process tube to a level near the top of
the top shield and also near the bottom of the top shield The probe was also
lowered to the bottom shield mid-plane to provide a "blank." The PuBe source
emits fast neutrons which pass through the copper pipe and into the surrounding
area. If the neutrons are thermalized and reflected back they will activate the
copper. Readings taken at the two elevations in the top shield are low and
essentially the same, leading to the conclusion that there is no water in the shield.
They also correlated well with the reading from the bottom shield, known to be
empty.

5.2 OUTSIDE SURFACES

Defined as those contacting ambient air and fairly easily accessible.

12
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5.2.1 Top Face (Table 1.0, II.D, "Reactor Top Face")

Description: For the purposes of this report, the top face is defined as the space
bounded by the top of the top shield, the bottom of the rotating and stationary
shields, and the inside of the biological shield socket from the -2 ft level to the -5 ft
level. This area contains the outlet ring header, outlet jumpers, and outlet nozzles.

Estimated surface area: 9.11 x 10! cm2 (969 ft2)

Sample results or inferred conclusions:
Total a = 8.23 x 10"6 nCi/100 cm2

Total P = 3 09 x 10"5 nCi/100 cm2

60Co = 1.65 x 10"5 |iCi/100cm2

137Cs = 1.12xl0-5uCi/100cm2

241 Am = 5.73 x 10'6 nCi/100 cm2

Information source: Smears and direct dose rate readings.

5.2.2 Bottom Face (Table 1, II.E, "Reactor Bottom Face")

Description: For the purposes of this report, the bottom face is defined as the
space bounded by the bottom of the bottom shield, the top of the thermal barrier,
and the cylindrical portion of the lower reactor space above the thermal barrier.

Estimated surface area: 1.16 x 106 cm2 (1.25 x 103 ft2)

Sample results or inferred conclusions: Although smears were not available, it
is reasonable to assume the bottom face to be similar to the lower reactor space.
Using the piping smear data from the lower reactor space will give the most
conservative estimate.

Information source: Lower reactor space contamination data

5.2.3 Lower Reactor Space (Table 1, II.F, "Lower Access Space")

Description: This space is underneath the thermal barrier on the bottom of the
reactor. It is closed off on the west by the walls of B-cell and C-cell and on the
south by the labyrinth between C-cell and A-cell. The space opens into A-cell in
the northeast quadrant, with a structural pillar dividing the opening into two parts.
The openings into A-cell have been blocked off with temporary barriers made of
light gage steel sheeting. The floor of this space is the top of the moderator dump
tank and a catwalk surrounding the tank at the -32 ft level. This space was
evaluated in more detail to support likely stabilization activity.

13
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Estimated surface area:
Walls and Ceiling 6.28 x 105 cm2 (676 ft2)
Floor 2.50 x 105 cm2 (269 ft2)
Pipes 1.70 x 10" cm2 (183 ft2)

Sample results or inferred conclusions:
Walls and Ceiling Total a = not detectable

Total P = not detectable
137Cs = 3.14 x 10'6 uCi/100 cm2

Floor Total a = not detectable
Total P = 1.15 x ICT* uCi/100 cm2

60Co = 5.70 x 10"6 uCi/100 cm2

137Cs =6.28xl0->Ci/100cm2

241Am = 1.99 x lO^uCi/lOOcm2

Pipes: Total a =6.65 x 10"6 nCi/100cm2

Total P = 1.13 x 10"3 nCi/100 cm2

6"Co = 3.95 x 10"6 (iCi/100 cm2

137Cs = 4.66 x 10"4 nCi/100 cm2

241 Am = 3.94 x 10"6 nCi/100 cm2

Information source: Direct dose readings, gross and technical smears.

5.2.4 Beneath Moderator Dump Tank (Table 1.0, II.G, "Space Under Dump Tank")

Description". This is nearly the lowest place in the reactor building. It is a crawl
space underneath the moderator dump tank. The moderator dump tank was
constructed with a sump or well in the northeastern part section. To accommodate
the sump, the tank was placed on dunnage that lifts the tank about 0.9 m (3 ft) off
the floor.

Estimated surface area: 6.61 x 105 cm2 (712 ft2)

Sample results or inferred conclusions:
Total a = 7.07 x 10"4 nCi/100 cm2

Total p = 2.21 x lO"3 nCi/100 cm2

60Co =1.70xl0->Ci/100cm2

137Cs =2.05xlO-'nCi/100cm2

241Am = 1.01 x 10'4 nCi/100 cm2

Information source: Video, direct dose readings, gross and technical smears.

5.3 DOSE RATE SUMMARY

Dose rates inside the core (Table 1.0, III. A) range from a high of 44.3 R/hr in the center
tube immediately below the bottom plate of the top shield to 60 mR/hr in a fringe tube near the
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top of the top shield. The dose rate profile generated by this activity for tube number 1354
(Figure 2.0) can be compared to dose rates on a 1970 (Appendix H) survey of tube number 1350
because they have pretty much the same position relative to the center tube, number 1550. The
1970 (Appendix H) survey was made by removing the tube and measuring dose through shielding.
Two surveys report this activity and can be found in Appendix H. When comparing dose rates,
take into account the fact that the 1970 (Appendix H) survey removed the tube and the 1997
survey (Appendix H) took dose rates down through the tube and includes background from other
tubes, thermal shield, and top and bottom shield.

Dose rates through core shielding (Table 1.0, III.B) are minimal. The biological shield
provides complete protection from any dose generated in the reactor core. With the rotating
shields in place, the dose rate on top of the reactor is also zero. Direct contact with the process
tube nozzles (rotating shields removed) gives a high dose of 0.5 to 2 mR/hr on contact with the
nozzle caps in place. This dose falls off rapidly and yields no whole body dose to a person
standing on top of the nozzles.

Field dose rates in the lower reactor space range from 10 mR/hr 15 cm from the
moderator dump tank access plate and 8 mR/hr at one place in the ceiling to a low of 1.5 mR/hr in
the southern-most point of the room. General field readings are about 2 5 mR/hr.

Table 4, in Section 5.5 "Data Summary Presentations," presents all core dose profile
information. Table 5.0 presents dose rate information through the biological shield. Figure 3.0
plots dose readings from Tables 4.0 and 5.0 and plots them against a scale drawing of the reactor
core and biological shield. The readings on the left in the horizontal graph were taken through the
biological shield in the 1L thimble. Readings from the proper elevation (-156 in.) were included
to show a complete dose profile from outside of the biological shield to the centerline of the
reactor core. The sharp increase in dose rate near the inside edge of the biological shield is
expected because of dose rate "shine" as the probe left the biological shield and passed through
the cast iron thermal shield. Cobalt impurity in the cast iron thermal shield was activated during
reactor operations and accounts for the rapid rise in dose. Because of self-shielding, the dose
rates on the inside of the thermal shield are higher than dose rates in the middle of its mass. The
second bump in the graph can be accounted for by activation in the aluminum vessel wall, and the
rise in dose rates into the core centerline can be accounted for by activation of the zircalloy
process tubes and the aluminum shroud tubes inside the core and cumulative dose effects.

The readings on the graph to the right depict dose rates as a function of 1) elevation down
through the reactor and 2) distance from the core centerline. As expected, activation of the mild
steel bottom plate of the top shield yielded the highest dose. This is expected because during
those times when the reactor was not up to full power, or the moderator was at a level less than
completely at the top of the vessel, the neutrons at the top of the reactor would have been
bouncing between the moderator surface, the light water in the top shield, and the annular
reflector tank, making this area high in neutron density. The dose rate peak near the bottom of
the reactor, while lower than the top shield peak, exists for the same reason as the top shield peak.
The broad peak around the middle of the reactor core height is probably caused by the activation
of the zircalloy process tubes, and reflects the shape of the neutron field during operation.
Combining these three peaks results in the dose rate profile shown in the figure. There are three
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Figure 3.0. Dose Rate Profiles.
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lines on the graph that mirror each other. The line with the highest peak represents data taken in
the center tube, number 1550. The next lower line represents data taken from tube number 1354,
mid-way between the core centerline and the vessel wall. The smallest line represents data taken
from a fringe tube number 1144. These tubes are not in line with each other, so the assumption
was made that metals activation would be symmetrical around the core centerline.

5.4 RADIOCHEMISTRY RESULTS

Radiochemistry was used to determine which isotopes are responsible for giving off the
dose rates and to predict the drop in dose over time. This was done using in situ gamma energy
spectral analysis. Also, radiochemistry was used to determine the greatest amount of plutonium
or other fissile material that may be in the dry gas space as a legacy of the 1965 accident. This
was done by combining neutron readings through the aluminum thimble wall with gamma energy
spectral analysis.

Gamma energy spectral analyses indicate most of the dose comes from 60Co and 137Cs (see
Appendix I). The radiation from these isotopes is so strong that other isotopes, in smaller
quantities, are masked. Neutron counting through the thimble indicate the maximum amount of
plutonium or other fissile material inside the dry gas space to be 0.92 grams.

Appendix J contains calculations predicting future dose rates and isotopes based on
standard radioactive decay schemes for prominent isotopes.

5.5 DATA SUMMARY PRESENTATIONS

Tables 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 provides a summary of data analyzed.

Surface

Moderator

Primary

Dry gas2

Bottom face2

Reflector'

Table 2.0

Estimated
area
(cm2)

2.78x10'

2.19x10'

4.42x10'

1.16x10'

4.77 xl0 !

Contamination Data Summary Table. (2 sheets)

Field data
(dpm/lOOcm2)1

a

700

<20

<20

P&Y

15,000

6..330

d().000

Laboratory data (Appendix II)
(nCi/100 cm2)

Isotopic amounts

'"Co = 2.73 xirr'
"7Cs = 2.O4xl0-5

2"Am = 6.57x10''

60Co = 3.05x10"'
"7Cs= 1.33x10'

Total a

2.59x10-'

2.12x10-'

Total p

1,840x10'

2.37x10'
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Table 2.0. Contamination Data Summary Table. (2 sheets)

Surface

Top face

Lower reactor
space

Walls/ceiling

Floor

Pipes

Under
moderator dump
tank

Estimated
area
(cm2)

9.11x10'

6.28x10'

2.50x10'

1.70x10'

6.61 xlO5

Field data
(dpm/lOOcm2)'

a

<20

<20

<20

<20

1.75 E2

P&Y

611

1,000

2,000

8,500

12,300

Laboratory data (Appendix H)
(nCi/100cm2)

Isotopic amounts

MCo= 1.65x10"'
"7Cs= 1.12x10"'
M'Am = 5.73x10"'

"7Cs = 3.14xl0"'

'°Co = 5.70x10"'
"7Cs = 6.28x10-'
2"Am= 1.99x10'

wCo = 3.95xl0->
'"Cs = 4.66x10-"
™Am = 3.94x10"'

Coso= 1.70x10"'
Cs137 =2.05x10-'
Am24'=1.01xl0-4

Total a

8.23 xlO-'

<9 xlO-'

<1 x l 0 !

6.65 xlO-'

7.07x10"'

Total |5

3.09x10-'

<5xl0"'

1.15x10-'

1.13x10''

2.21 xl0-J

'Table reports field instrument data in disintegrations per minute (dpm). Numbers reported above in the text for total a
and total P are for laboratory instruments and reported in [iCi per sample or |iCi/l 00 cm2.

2Contamination data not available for this surface.
3Isotopic data not available for this surface.

Surface

Moderator

Primary

Top face

Lower reactor
space

Walls/ceiling

Floor

Pipes

Under moderator
dump tank

Table 3.C

Estimated
area

(cm2)

2.78 xl0 s

2.19x10'

9.11x10'

6.28x10'

2.50x10'

1.70x10'

6.61 xlO'

. Total Curie Estimates by Surface Type.

Estimated curie contamination of surface type (uCi)

"Co

7.59x10'

6.68x10'

1.50x10-'

N/A

1.43 xlO'2

6.72x10'

1.12x10"'

"'Cs

5.67x10"'

2.91 xlO2

1.02x10''

1.97 xlO"2

1.57x10'

7.92x10"'

1.36x10'

2"Am

1.83x10°

N/A

5.22 xl0 J

N/A

4.98x10'

6.70x10"'

6.68x10-'

Total a

7.20x10°

4.64x10'

7.50 xlO"2

N/A

N/A

1.13 xlO"2

4.67x10°

Total p

5.12x10'

5.19x10'

2.81 xlO"'

N/A

2.88x10'

1.92x10°

1.46x10'
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Table 4.0. Core Dose Rate Profile.

Top
shield

Reactor
Vessel

Bottom
shield

Level Tube

1550

Tube

1354

Tube

1144

Cutie Pie (CP) Readings

0 (in.) 3.5mr/hr 3.7mr/hr 3.5mr/hr

RO-7 Readings (mR/hr)

Level (in.)

0

-24

-44

-48

-52

-56

-58

-60

-62

-64

-66

-68

-70

•72

-84

-96

-108

•120

-132

-144

-156

-168

-180

-192

-204

Low
range

3

10

92

1,975

30

Mid-range ': Mid-range

0

0

200

38,500

46,700

19,700

14,600

15,400

16,800

17,100

15,900

13,800

11,600

10,100

13,500

700

0

300

600

1,800

8,800

15,600

23,900

32,800

40,300

44,300

28,100

22,000

19,500

Low range

3

12

89

1,245

28

Mid-
range/hr

0

0

200

34,900

42,200

16,100

13,000

13,500

14,700

14,900

14,000

12,500

11,000

9,300

11,200

600

0

Low range

4

11

53

1,000

15

Mid-
range/hr

0

0

100

19,300

26,000

12,900

11,400

12,300

13,300

13,600

12,800

11,000

9,300

8,100

7,600

200

0
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Table 5.0. Dose Rates Through Biological Shield up to Reactor
Vessel Wall.

Distance
(in.)

0

6

12

18

24

30

36

42

48

54

60

66

72

78

84

90

96

102

106

Teletector
(mR/hr)

4

5.5

6.5

8

9

15

20

28

40

65

160

320

1,000

2,500

8,000

8,500

8,500

8,500

8,600

RO-7, low range
(mR/hr)

3

4

7

8

9

11

14

22

33

52

95

205

625

1,000

off scale

-

-

RO-7, high range
(mR/hr)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100

200

300

1,300

4,700

11,100

9,500

9,300

9,700

9,700
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5.6 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Because of the relatively benign conditions found in the PRTR reactor core and
supporting structures, this report recommends that stabilization action be taken only in the lower
reactor space. Clean-up of the lower reactor space will generate low-level waste that contains
asbestos. Following this stabilization effort, the reactor dome should be maintained for about
20 to 30 yr. At the end of a 20 yr period, radiological conditions (estimated at 1.2 R/hr) should
be low enough for relatively easy dismantling of the building. Presently, contamination in the
PRTR reactor core is not migrating, and has no way to do so as long as the reactor dome is kept
dry. Of course, exposing contamination areas to flowing water would permit contamination to
become mobile. Dose rates and contamination levels in the PRTR reactor core are low, and will
only decrease with time.

During access to the PRTR at the 21 -ft level, the fission chamber located in the -14.6 level
was removed and disposed of as an expedited cleanup item.
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6.0 APPENDIX

Appendix A. PRTR Core Information Summary and Analysis

Appendix B. PRTR Lead Survey

Appendix C. Pictures of Characterization Work

Appendix D. Work Plan

Appendix E. Radio-Chemistry Report on Water in the Top Shield

Appendix F. Radiological Surveys and Laboratory Data

Appendix G. Surface Area Calculations and Assumptions

Appendix H. Old Surveys

Appendix I. Radio-Chemistry Report on Gamma and Neutron Data

Appendix J. Dose Rate Prediction Calculations
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APPENDIX A

PRTR CORE INFORMATION SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS
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3O9 BUILDING
ADVANCED FUEL FACILITIES TRANSITION

PRTR Core Information Summary
and Analysis

By Nolan Hale, ASI
for Westinghouse Hanford Company
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PRTR Core Information Summary and Analysis
PURPOSE

The purpose of this document is to provide a "thumb-nail sketch" of the PRTR core for the
person(s) assigned to core characterization and subsequent decommissioning. It is a brief
overview and contains references to original documents and drawings from which this information
was gleaned.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

The materials used in constructing the PRTR reactor and shielding are:

System

Calandria

Reflector

Top and Bottom Shields

Thermal Shield

Biological Shield

Process Tubes

Rotating Shields

Inlet and Outlet Headers

Inlet and Outlet Jumpers

Moderator Dump Tank

Piping Between Dump Tank and Calandria

Shims

Thermal Barrier

Materials

Aluminum alloys (6061, 6063, 5050, 5052)

Aluminum alloys (6061, 6063, 5050, 5052)

"Mild Steel" tank filled with iron shot

Cast Iron

High density concrete with a mild steel jacket

Zircalloy 2

Reinforced Concrete with steel facings

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Aluminum Alloy

Aluminum Alloy

Inconel

MgO power sandwiched between Al plates

CONFIGURATION

Core configuration is presented in operating systems for three reasons: 1) equipment
configuration depends on its function, 2) it is easier to visualize how systems work together than
unrelated components, and 3) system operations have bearing on probable locations of
contamination. Refer to Figure 1 for information on spacial relationships between components.
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PRTR Core Information Summary and Analysis
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PRTR Core Information Summary and Analysis

Moderator System

The PRTR was controlled by moderator level. When the moderator level was highest, the reactor
was at full power. Lower power levels were achieved by lowering the moderator level, thereby
reducing the number of thermal neutrons available for the reaction.

Moderator effectiveness was influenced by the "shim rod" system and the "chemical shim" system.
Shim rods were positioned in various parts of the neutron flux to shape it. The shim rods were
made of Inconel and acted as neutron "drains" to capture neutrons, reducing the number of
thermal neutrons available for reaction. A chemical shim system was added after a September
1965 accident. The chemical shim worked by spiking the moderator with boron prior to startup.
Boron captures neutrons and poisons the reactor. Boron was stripped out of the moderator by an
ion exchange unit to maintain constant reactivity for a given moderator level as fuel burned up.

The PRTR was "scrammed" by dumping all the moderator out of the reactor. The moderator
system consists of the moderator dump tank, pump and cooling system, inlet plenum, moderator
plenum, dump chamber, moderator vessel, level control equipment, and connective piping.

• The moderator dump tank is an aluminum tank placed approximately 11 feet below the
reactor core. It is large enough to contain the entire volume of reactor moderator water.
It is connected to the top of the reactor by four top gas lines and two different drain lines.
The top gas lines are 10" pipes with a dump valve that isolated the gas above the reactor
from the gas in the dump tank when closed. The top drain lines run from the bottom of
the tank sump to the top of the reactor so it was water-filled during reactor operation.
The dump tank was connected to the bottom of the reactor (the dump chamber) by four
bottom gas lines and one bottom drain line. The moderator pump system took suction
from the bottom of the dump tank sump.

• The moderator pump system moved moderator from the dump tank sump, through a
cooler, and into the inlet plenum. This entire system has been removed except for the in-
reactor piping and is of no further interest here.

• The inlet plenum is a chamber bounded by the calandria base plate on the bottom, the
moderator plenum plate on top, and a cylindrical wall joining the two. Moderator water
was pumped into the inlet plenum in two locations and the water escaped into the
moderator plenum by passing through holes in the plenum plate

• Atop the inlet plenum is the moderator plenum. It is formed with the plenum plate on the
bottom and an annular rim welded around the plenum plate to form a deep dish.

• The moderator dump chamber surrounds the inlet plenum and drained to the moderator
dump tank through the drain line (and the bottom gas lines during a scram). The
moderator dump chamber could contain enough moderator to stop the reaction, although
there would still be moderator up in the moderator vessel.
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Lo v Presauie

High Pleasure

The moderator vessel is an open
bottomed tank, with the plane of its
lower, open end below the plane
described by the top of the moderator
plenum. As water rose in the
moderator plenum it would form a seal
between the gas in the moderator vessel
and the moderator dump tank. This
seal completely isolated these two gas
volumes from each other, allowing the
moderator level control system to
work.

Figure 3 Calandria Functional Model
Moderator level was controlled by creating a
low pressure in the moderator vessel and a high

pressure in the moderator dump chamber (same gas space as in the dump tank). The moderator
vessel functioned much like a drinking glass filled with water and inverted over a water-filled
saucer. The column of water in the glass is held up by the difference in air pressure above the
column of water and the air pressure above the free-surface water in the saucer (Figure 2). The
only functional difference between the moderator level system and this model is that the
moderator level system could vary pressure differential and actually drew water up into the
moderator vessel. A blower moved helium from the moderator vessel to the dump tank around
one of the dump valves. Fine control of the moderator level was achieved by five different control
valves that could bypass the blower, making it less effective. Although moderator water was
pumped into the moderator inlet plenum, water level was controlled by gas pressure differential.
Excess water spilled over from the moderator plenum to the dump tank via the moderator dump
chamber or the moderator drain system.

The reactor was "scrammed" by opening the four dump valves in the top gas lines and equalizing
pressure above the moderator vessel and in the moderator dump tank. Moderator water gravity
drained from the moderator vessel, taking the reactor from full power to sub-critical (a two-foot
drop in moderator level) in .85-95 seconds.

Reflector Tank

The neutron reflector chamber is an annular tank surrounding the moderator chamber and using a
common wall. The neutron reflector has ten penetrations that allow access to the wall of the
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moderator chamber from outside the reactor. These penetrations allowed placing
instrumentation in the neutron flux while the reactor was critical.

Shield System

The PRTR had several shield systems: biological shield, top and bottom primary shields, thermal
shield, rotating shields, the top sheet cooling system, and the thermal barrier.

• The biological shield provides structural support for the entire reactor core, as well as
neutron attenuation. Its center forms a "socket" into which the reactor core is placed.
The inside of the socket is lined with mild steel and has a cooling system. The concrete is
a high density concrete that attenuated thermal neutrons created during reactor operations.
The bottom primary shield rests on the bottom of the biological shield socket and the top
primary shield rests on a ledge near the top of the biological shield.

• The bottom primary shield is a mild steel tank (weighing 12.2 tons) filled with 11.1 tons of
iron shot. When the shield's cooling water was added, the total weight of the shield was
44.8 tons. The shield has perforations to allow for fuel process tubes, moderator inlet, top
and bottom gas lines, and other services. Shield plugs were manufactured and inserted in
the perforations to make a tight fit between the piping and the shield perforations, thereby
stopping radiation leaks from the core. The calandria sits on top of the bottom shield.

• The top primary shield is above the calandria. Its construction is similar to the bottom
primary shield, with iron shot filling and a method for circulating water for cooling. It is
thicker in the middle than at the edges to accommodate the toroid-shaped outlet header
that surrounds it. The top shield without shot and water weighs 19.1 tons. It contains
55.5 tons of shot and an additional 26.8 tons of cooling water that circulated through it.
The top primary shield also has piping and shield plugs that allow for "through reactor"
systems and various services.

• Surrounding the reflector is the thermal shield. It is made of cast iron plates fitted
together. The thermal shield has its own cooling system.

The rotating shields are designed to provide access to any of the process or other
tubes, one at a time. This system limited radiological exposure by uncovering only
the part of the reactor needing attention, while all the other parts of the reactor top
remained shielded. The rotating shield system consists of an outer stationary shield
ring with two, circular, inner rotating shields (Figure 3). The inner rotating shield
sits eccentrically within the outer rotating shield and has an eccentrically located
shield plug which provided access to the reactor top. The rotating shields each sit
on a ball bearing race and are moved by turning a pinion gear against an outer
gear. The entire shield system is designed with an interlocking flange system that
locks the shields in place when in the "zero," or operating, position. This system is
like a bayonet system to lock an interchangeable lens on a camera body. This was
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a safety feature to keep the shields from blowing out in case of accident. Inflatable
seals between the rotating shields provided a gas seal barrier between breathable
air and air on top of the reactor.

• The top sheet cooling system was not technically a shield, however, it served the purpose
of removing excess heat that would otherwise escape from the top of the reactor. The top
sheet cooling system was a void between the calandria top sheet and the calandria top
plate. This void had heavy water
pumped to it from a branch line off the
moderator inlet piping. The water
streamed over the top sheet and drained
into the overflow drain system.

• The thermal barrier is also not technically
a shield. It is a barrier made of MgO
powder sandwiched between aluminum
plates. The thermal shield serves as the
"ceiling" for the lower reactor space and
consists of a fixed portion and a
moveable portion. The moveable portion
could be lowered to provide access to
the inlet ring header, jumpers, angle
valves, and other features on the reactor
bottom face.

"Through Reactor" Systems

Outer Rotating Shield

Inner Rotating Shield

Shield Plug

Figure 4 Rotating Shield System

The calandria has three types of tubes running through it: fuel shroud tubes (85), shim tubes (18),
and flux monitoring tubes (13). These tubes have no gas connection to the water side of the
calandria and were kept under a blanket of dry helium.

• Fuel shroud tubes have pressure tubes running through them, from the bottom of the
bottom primary shield up through the top shield. The bottom of the pressure tubes are
connected to the primary coolant inlet ring header (a toroid-shaped header under the
reactor) via "jumpers." On top each pressure tube is an outlet nozzle that comes to about
6" below the rotating shields. The nozzles are connected to the outlet ring header via
"jumpers." The primary coolant outlet ring header is a toroid-shaped header that lays
around the top primary shield. Dry helium filled the space between the outside of each
pressure tube and the inside of its fuel shroud tube. Between the flow of the primary
coolant system and the helium blanket, enough heat was removed from the reactor fuel
elements that they could be very hot (near or at melting point for ceramic fuel) while the
moderator water was not hot enough to boil.

Primary coolant flowed into the reactor core through the inlet header on the bottom of the
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reactor, to the pressure tubes via inlet jumpers, through the pressure tubes containing
nuclear fuel, out the pressure tube nozzles on top of the reactor, through outlet jumpers to
the outlet header and off to the cooling and pumping parts of the system.

Fuel rod clusters hung down in the pressure tubes from a hanger system in the nozzle.
Since all fuel rods have been removed, they are not treated in this paper.

• Shim tubes have a smaller diameter than fuel shroud tubes. They each contain three
Inconel shims that travel up and down the height of the moderator vessel on long,
aluminum screws. The shims are each 36" long with a pie-shaped cross section. Shim
range of motion extends from within the top shield to within the bottom shield.

• Flux monitoring tubes extend only to the moderator plenum plate. Only six of the thirteen
flux monitoring tubes were used. Flux was monitored by inserting a wire into the reactor,
letting it become activated, and then removing it while reading radiation energy levels.

ACCESS TO THE CORE

Present day access to the core is limited because of the removal of equipment and grating that
were designed to facilitate core access. However, there are several ways to gain direct contact
with reactor core materials to get information regarding contamination levels and overall dose
rates.

Reactor Top Face

The top of the reactor can be accessed through two different means. The first is to lift out the
rotating shield access plug. This would allow radiological smears to be taken from the bottom of
the plug as well as the top face, a few outlet nozzles, and to determine general dose rates. The
second way is to remove one of two shield plugs located in "C" cell on the -11' level. This would
allow shielded access to take a radiological smear from the bottom of the rotating shields and take
general dose rates, but would not allow direct contact with the top face. There are also about six
access plugs to the moat, but they would not allow the contact needed to make a fair assessment
of the reactor top.
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Calandria

The best access to the calandria is through one of the test or flux chamber holes in the "C" cell.
Removal of the spiral step plug will allow access to the side of the moderator vessel. Radiological
smears could be taken from the thermal shield, the outside of the calandria (reflector tank), and
the moderator vessel. Direct radiation readings could be taken from several places in the access:
thermal shield, inside the reflector tank, and on the moderator vessel wall. It is also possible to
drill a hole in the moderator vessel wall and take a reading directly against one of the fuel shroud
tubes. Since there is 1.5-2" between the thermal shield and the entrance into the calandria it
would be possible to videotape the side of the calandria down to the top of the bottom shield or
up to the gas supply header. It would also be possible to break lines into the calandria (top gas
line, bottom gas line) and run instrumentation directly into different parts of the calandria. This
might yield information regarding crud development in the moderator vessel or deposits in the top
drain space.

Bottom Face

The bottom face of the reactor is the most easily accessed. On decommissioning, the reactor
crew fashioned some "temporary" barriers out of sheet metal and bolted them over the openings
to the lower access room. These could be removed, allowing free access to the bottom face and
the top of the moderator dump tank. Research indicates the moveable portion of the thermal
barrier is lowered.

PROBABLE CONTAMINATION LOCATIONS

Based on a report1 of the September 29, 1965 Class A accident, it is quite possible that a portion
of the lost fuel is still on top of the reactor and down in the thermal shield. This report indicates
that the fuel aerosol invaded the dry helium space in the reactor. If true, the contaminated steam
would have condensed and plated out fuel and fission products throughout the gas space of the
reactor core. This will play a major part in dismantling the reactor. Other places likely
contaminated from the accident are the biological shield access holes and inside shroud tubes.

Contamination from normal operations will likely be seen in the moat and around the outside of
the top gas seal. At a minimum, contamination would concentrate here because of the few times a
fuel element was sprayed with cooling water while in the refueling machine. Also, the moderator
dump tank has never been opened since it was put into service. It is possible, though unlikely,
that some heavy water still exists in the sump. At any rate, the inside of the tank is likely
contaminate. The moderator dump tank sits on dunnage in the dump tank pit. No record has
been found documenting the contamination levels underneath the moderator dump tank and it is
likely quite contaminated.

g, Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor (PRTR) Accident, A Final Report on the Investigation of
Fission Product Chemical Forms, W.K. Hensley and LA. Rogers, April 1984.
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CHARACTERIZATION STEPS

1. Determine present radiological conditions.
2. Account for any hazardous materials (most notably lead).
3. Identify long-lived activation products.

DISMANTLING PROCESS

1. Remove rotating shields (H-3-11540)
a. Remove caulk or grout from between shields, lifting bolt sockets, and rotation

machinery parts
b. Remove rotating shield step plug (lift slightly and rotate until the bayonet flanges

allow for removal; 0.41 tons)
c. Rotate inner disc to unlocked position and remove (6.4 tons)
d. Rotate outer disc to unlocked position and remove (31 tons)
e. Remove top stationary ring (17 tons)
f. Remove bottom stationary ring (19 tons)

2. Remove all in-tube equipment
a. Remove fuel pressure tubes

i Disconnect and remove all outlet jumpers
ii. Disconnect and remove all inlet jumpers (bottom of reactor) (leave the

angle valves on the ring header)
iii. Remove all outlet nozzles
iv. Remove and discard all pressure tubes (use H-3-11360 to design lifting

mechanism for removing pressure tubes)
v. Remove pressure tube sampling lines. Remove to bulkhead fittings and cap

bulkhead fittings.
b. Disconnect and remove all shim control equipment
c. Disconnect and remove all flux monitoring equipment
d. Disconnect and remove any cables or other equipment left on top of the top

primary shield (RTD's, control and instrument wiring, etc.)
3. Remove top primary shield cooling water lines
4. Remove outlet header

a. Cut or remove expansion joint from the outlet header discharge pipe
b. Lift out the outlet header

Note: the top and bottom primary shields far outweigh the capacity of the polar crane. The polar
crane can be used to remove these structures only if emptied of iron shot and water (if any
remains). Otherwise, the only option in removing the shields is with an external crane, possibly
requiring removal of the top of the dome.
5. Remove the top primary shield

a. Remove process tube shield plugs
b. Remove iron shot. Evaluate the status of the iron shot. If the shot are not rusted

together it may be possible to cut accesses into the top shield and vacuum out the
shot. In the event they are rusted together, it may be possible to separate them
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with a mild acid solution (acetic or dilute nitric), or it may be necessary to cut the
mass out with a torch or by other means.

c. Cut top gas seal
d. Remove top primary shield (expect fission product contamination on the bottom of

the top primary shield)
6. Disconnect all calandria piping on the bottom of the reactor

a. Lower header drain line
b. Top gas lines (4)
c. Bottom gas lines (4)
d. Bottom drain line
e. Reflector drain line
f. Reflector supply line
g. Top tube sheet cooling line
h. Moderator inlet (2)
i. Upper header drain line (moderator)
j . Lower header drain line (moderator)
k. Dry gas lines

7. Remove dry gas supply header
8. Remove spiral step plugs and thimbles

a. Fabricate a new step plug removal handle (H-3-11519) and lifting bolts (H-3-
11517).

b. Remove the step plugs
c. Remove the thimble from each access hole (expect fission product contamination)

9. Remove calandria(expect fission product contamination)
10. Remove thermal shield

a. Disconnect and remove cooling water inlet and outlet headers
b. Remove cooling lines
c. Remove thermal shield plates (expect fission product contamination)

11. Remove dry gas exhaust header
12. Remove bottom primary shield

a. Remove shield plugs
b. Remove shot mass from shield. (See discussion for shot in top shield)
c. Disconnect thermal barrier connections
d. Remove bottom primary shield

13. Remove inlet ring header
a. Cut remains of inlet jumpers back to angle valves
b. Cut the inlet header (it is too large to remove intact)
c. Remove the inlet header pieces

14. Remove thermal barrier
a. Disassemble the moveable portion of the thermal barrier and remove
b. Remove the stationary portion of the thermal barrier (cut out)
c. Cut the supports to the "stationary islands" around two of the pipes
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15. Remove moderator dump tank
a. Cut moderator pump header supply line at dump tank sump
b. Remove dump tank

Problems:

Expect contamination everywhere from the time the rotating shield plug is pulled. Most of the
crane lifts in this process will remove equipment that has not been accessible since the reactor was
built and could not possibly have been decontaminated.

The shot in the top and bottom shields may be rusted together. This is a contingency that needs
to be planned for. Also, no information has been found to date regarding any draining of the top
and bottom shields. The bottom shield would have been relatively easy to drain by simply
opening the cooling water inlet line. The top shield would have been rather difficult to drain
because of limited accessibility and the need to pump the water out of it. Any water left in these
shields will have activated rust products in it.

Assuming that the iron in the top and bottom shields have rusted, expect the shields to have
potentially explosive levels of hydrogen gas (a by-product of water being the oxygen source for
the oxidation process). The shields should be well vented prior to doing any hot work or any
work that may cause a spark inside the shield.

The alloy metals will certainly be activated. Although there has been considerable time for decay,
expect radiation levels to be an ALARA concern (especially from the biological shield liner, the
Zircalloy pressure tubes, and stainless steel or mild steel exposed to neutron flux).
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H-3-11325 Calandria Moderator Plenum Assembly
H-3-18489? Top Shield Gas Seal
H-3-18600 Calandria Top Plate, Shroud Tubes, Funnels & Rail
H-3-18601 Calandria Bottom Plate Details
H-3-18602 Calandria Bottom Plate w/ Moderator Plenum
H-3-18603 Calandria Dump Sheet, Baffle, & Rod Weldment
H-3-18604 Calandria Base & Plenum Plate
H-3-18605 Calandria Sub-Assembly Inner Shell Header Reflector Ring
H-3-18606 Calandria Bottom Plate, Plenum, Inner & Outer Shells
H-3-18607 Calandria Coolant Outlets & Flux Chamber Weldment
H-3-18608 Calandria Sensing Tubes, Overflow Plate & Thermocouple Well
H-3-18609 Calandria Top Plate, Shroud Tubes, Funnels & Rail
H-3-18610 Calandria Tank Assembly
H-3-18611 Calandria Tank Assembly Bottom View
H-3 -18613 Calandria Weir Baffle Plate (lower)
H-3 -18616 Calandria Inner Shell Top
H-3 -18634 Calandria Top Ring
H-3-18636 Calandria Plenum Plate, Support Ring & Weir
H-3 -18640 Reactor Tube Index System
H-3 -18683 As Built Diameters of Shim Control Tubes at Moderator Plenum Plate
H-3-18685 Calandria Plenum Support Ring
H-3 -18687 Calandria Moderator Plenum & Bottom Plate Assembly
H-3 -18695 Calandria Outside Diameters & Elevations As Built
H-3-18696 Calandria Inside Shell Final Inside Diameters & Calandria & Shield Final Heights

Thermal Shield
H-3-11471 Thermal Shield Plan & Sections
H-3-11473 Thermal Shield Coolant Header Assembly

Bottom Primary Shield
H-3-18656 Bottom Primary Shield Weldment Sub-Assembly
H-3-18657 Bottom Primary Shield Sub-Weldment
H-3-18658 Bottom Primary Shield Sections forDWGH-3-18658
H-3-18658 Bottom Primary Shield Assembly
H-3-18664 Bottom Primary Shield Upper Sector Plate

Top Primary Shield
H-3-18464 Top Primary Shield Sub-Assembly Lower Section
H-3 -18645 Top Primary Shield Base Plate Detail
H-3-18647 Top Primary Shield Sub-Assembly
H-3 -18648 Top Primary Shield Assembly
H-3-18649 Primary Shields, Sections for H-3-18648 & 58
H-3-18654 Top Primary Shield Water Distribution Ducts
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Shield Plugs
H-3-18679 Process Tube Outlet Shield Plug
H-3-18683 Process Tube Outlet Shield Plug
H-3-18684 Process Tube Outlet Shield Plug
H-3-18688 Process Tube Outlet Shield Plug

Moderator Storage Tank System
H-3-11566 Piping Moderator and Reflector Systems
H-3-11593 Piping Lower Reactor Room Arrangement
H-3-18670 Heavy Water Storage Tank Assembly
H-3-18671 Heavy Water Storage Tank Shell & Bottom Plate
H-3-18672 Heavy Water Storage Tank Top Plate
H-3 -18673 Heavy Water Storage Tank Bottom Plate Detail & Assembly
H-3 -18675 Heavy Water Storage Tank Top & Bottom Drain Details & Assy.

Primary Cooling System
H-3-11304 Reactor Outlet Plan
H-3-11305 Reactor Inlet Plan
H-3-11306 Reactor Inlet Sections
H-3-11360 Process Tube Flange Details
H-3-11577 (Page l)Primary Coolant System Piping Arrangement
H-3-11577 (Page 2)Primary Coolant System Piping Arrangement
H-3-11577 (Page 3)Primary Coolant System Piping Arrangement

Biological Shield
H-3-11481 Biological Shield Plan Below EL-lO'-O" Sections and Details
H-3-11482 Biological Shield Plan at EL O'-O" Sections and Details
H-3-11484 Biological Shield Plans at -5'-0" and -20'-0" Moat Details
H-3-11517 Biological Shield Step Plugs

Thermal Barrier
H-3-11490 Thermal Barrier Arrangement Section
H-3-11507 Thermal Barrier Arrangement
H-3-11508 Thermal Barrier, Moveable Section, Top Plate
H-3-11510 Thermal Barrier Moveable Section Assembly
H-3-11511 Thermal Barrier Permanent Structure Plan & Details
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Rotating Shields
H-3-11540 Rotating Shield Arrangement

Miscellaneous Drawings
H-3-11007 Structural Containment Vessel Section and Details
H-3-11036 (Page 1) Structural Concrete Containment Vessel Plan at EL 0'-' & Sections
H-3-11036 (Page 2)Structural Recesses for Moat Doors
H-3-11040 Structural Concrete Containment Vessel Plan at EL-1 l'-O" & Sections
H-3 -11046 Steel Liner & Piping Lower Reactor Room
H-3-11059 Architectural General Floor Plan, O'-O"
H-3-11060 Architectural General Floor Plan Below EL O'-O"
H-3-11126 Service Piping Concrete Openings and Pipe Sleeves
H-3-11307 Process Tube Cross Section
H-3-11464 Reactor Gas Seal Outline & Drains
H-3-11592 Shim Control Tube D2O Circulation Piping
H-3-11670 Process Cell Liquid Waste Collection System
H-3-11922 Instrumentation Steam Generation, Primary Moderator, Reflector, Purification &

Power Calculating Systems - Equip & Turbine Arrangement in Cell "A"
H-3-14891 Piping & Inst. Engineering Flow Diagram, PRTR Decontamination, D2O Cleanup
H-3-18639 Calandria Top & Bottom Primary Shields Mock-Up
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Meeting notes for PRTR Core Characterization meeting, 9/3/96

Discussed the various entry points, problems posed by each, and what information can be
determined by each entry. The summary of conversation follows:

1. Make entry to the top face through the rotating shield step plug. This method has the
advantage of being fairly straightforward. The process would be to chip out the grout
around the plug and in the lifting bail socket, lift the plug with the crane, rotate it and pull
it out.

Problems primarily consist of maintaining contamination control. This would most likely
be done with a greenhouse and HEPA ventilation system. Other problems include
chipping out the grout

Potential information includes direct dose readings on the top face of the reactor,
contamination smears of the top face, and possibly smears of inside one of the process
tubes. Exposure rates would likely be rather low since the shield plug was designed to
allow only narrow access to the top face.

2. Make entry to the side of the calandria through one of the instrument perforations through
the biological shield. The process would be to re-certify the C-cell lifting points, fabricate
a new step plug removal handle (H-3-11519) and lifting bolts (5/8" dia. rod, 5/8-11 UNC-
2Ax4/3 LG threads [H-3-11517-1]), remove the step plug, and possibly thimble.

Problems include fabrication of equipment to enable plug removal, rigging problems
associated with pulling out the plugs after so many years, and radiological concerns. If the
thimble is also removed it is almost certainly contaminated on its outer surface.

Leaving the thimble in will allow a dose rate to be taken of the calandria forest through a
relatively thin shielding of aluminum. This would be accomplished by inserting a "Tele" in
the step plug socket until it touches the end of the thimble. Removing the thimble allows
for more information by allowing access to the entire side of the calandria using borescope
cameras. It would also allow for contamination information to be gathered directly off the
calandria and would aid in the search for the 200 g of lost fuel from the September 1965
accident (although the fuel may have been burned up if it remained in the neutron flux, as
it surely must by being inside the biological shield).

3. Make entry to the bottom face by entering the lower access space. This would be
accomplished by activating the ventilation for the space, removing the "temporary" access
plate, and making entry into the room.

Problems with this entry are almost entirely radiological. The lower access space was
designed to be used up to very low power levels, so it has the ventilation system to control
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contamination. Mostly the problems are those typical of entering a known contamination area
after it being isolated for nearly 30 years.

Types of information gleaned from this entry include contamination and dose level
assessments, identifying which tube was pulled (in the 70's) to determine process tube
dose rates, and some evaluation of the iron shot in the bottom shield. Additionally, this
entry would facilitate a moderator dump tank inspection through the dump tank access
plate.

4. The area beneath the moderator dump tank can be accessed through a 2'x2' drain hole
from that area to the A-cell sump. This method was not seriously discussed as a primary
access method into the reactor space since it offers so little information.

Questions raised in the meeting:

1. What made the "high density" concrete "high density?"

2. What are the other metals in the alloys labeled "mild steel" and "iron shot" and "cast
iron?"

3. What are in the fission chambers and will we need to remove them?

4. What shape are the contents of the top and bottom shield - especially with not knowing
whether the top shield was pumped out.

5. What are the contamination levels throughout the reactor core spaces?
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Table B-1. Building 309 Lead/Asbestos. (5 sheets)

Location

Containment

Containment

Containment
C-Cell
HI -1 il (Jin.

Containment
C-Cell

Containment
Approximately El -24 ft 0 in.
SE quadrant
D2O reeoveiy piping

Containment
Below El -5 ft 0 in.
A-Cell, NE quadrant

Containment
El 10 11 6 in.
stnictural concrete cover slabs

Containment
El 15 11 6 in.
structural concrete cover slabs

Containment
EL 0 It 0 in.

Containment
El -1 ftOin.
SE, quadrant
steam drum enclosure

Containment
El -21 a 0 in.
C-Cell

Containment
El -32 it 0 m.
A-Cell, SE quadrant

Containment
El -32 ft 0 in.
NE quadrant
reflector pumps

Component

Fueling vehicle filter encloser cask

Protilometer unit cover plug
assembly

Wire drive

120KW electric water heater

Check valve (2)

150# raised face flanges
(Piping)

Blow-out panels

Lead bricks

Water pit cover

Steam piping relief line

40,000# fuel element rapture
detection system additional floor
support

Helium storage tank supports

Pump anchor bolts

Drawing/Zone

H-3-28013 ;sht2

SK-3-8155,sht 1/B12

II-3-14967, shl 1/C6
H-3-14967,sht2/D4

1-1-3-11610/A3

H-3-11636/F8
H-3-11637

II-3-11652, sht 1

H-3-11494, sht 1/E10

11-3-11494, sht I /All

11-3-11031/D6
H-3-U097

H-3-11645/F2

II-3-13685/E4

H-3-11501/C2

H-3-11566, sht 2/C1
11-3-11566, sht 1/A3

Mat'I/quantity

Lead/2,616 lb
(Removed)

Lead/1,355 lb

Lead/66 lb
(Removed)

SST and asbestos/
8 cu in.
(Removed)

Asbestos/
3/16 in. braided packing
(Removed)

SST and asbestos/ ?
All gaskets for 150#
flanges
(Removed)

Lead/3,448 1b
(Removed)

Lead/6,642 lb
(Removed)

Lead/1 9,605 1b
(Removed)

Asbestos paper/
488 cu in. (Removed)

Lead/96 lb
(Removed)

Asbestos/
49 cu in.
(Removed)

Lead/74 lb
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Table B-l. Building 309 Lead/Asbestos. (5 sheets)

Location

Containment
HI -42 ft 0 in.
NE quadrant
moderator pumps

Containment
Secondary coolant activity
monitor

Containment, center
El -42 ft 0 in.

Containment use

Containment use

Containment use

Kan pit

Fuel element rupture detection
system

Fuel element rupture
facility

Fuel element rupture testing
facility

Fuel element rupture testing
facility

Fuel examination facility

Fuel examination facility

Fuel examination facility

Fuel examination facility

Fuel examination facility'

Fuel examination facility

Fuel examination facility

Component

Pump anchor bolts

Activity monitor

I Ieaw-water storage tank support

Fuel handler cask and
fuel handler skirt

Gamma scanner

7 ton gatling gun cask

Exhaust air monitor chambers

Gas sampler radiation plug

Pipe sleeve

Gaskets, parts 17, 20, 21, and 26

Gaskets, parts 19 and 23

Floor plugs

1500 CFM air duct adapter

Comer shields

Air supply and exhaust system

Wide angle viewer

250 CFM air duct adapter

Service entry plug

Drawing/Zone

H-3-11566,
sht 1/A3.D2

II-3-11820

11-3 -11502, sht 1/C3

11-3-14835

H-3-28062, sht 5/C11,
7/G4, and G8

H-3-2O711,sht 1/G5.2/G5,
3/1-7,011, and 4/C2

H-3-15282/06

11-3-13703

SK-3-9238

II-3-13394, sht 1/E3.B4,
G9, H9

U-3-13394,sht 1/G3,E9

H-3-11985/G9

H-3-13372,sht3/G10

11-3-11987/D10

11-3-11975/F3,G4
H-3-1 I990/H2

H-3-91OO, sht 1/133, and
4/C7

H-3-13384/H7

H-3-11985/03

Mat'l/quantity

!.ead/1121b

Lead/7
Lead shielding and lead
plug
(Removed)

Asbestos/
206 cu in.

Lead/?
(Removed)

Lead/1,008 1b
(Removed)

Lead/10,626 lb
(Removed)

Lead/36 lb

Lead/1 1,815 1b
(Removed)

Lead/2,021 lb Asbestos
cement/916 cu in.

Stainless steel tank and
asbcstos/170 cu in.

Copper and asbestos/
85 cu in.

Lead/1,106 1b

Asbestos gasket/8 cu m.

Lead wool/104 cu in.

Asbestos cloth/35 eu in.
(Removed)

Lead/239 lb

Asbestos gasket/
4 cu. in.
(Removed)

Lead/672 lb
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Table B-l. Building 309 Lead/Asbestos. (S sheets)

Location

Fuel examination facility cover
block El 0 ft 0 in.

Kuel examination facility cover
block El 0 ft 0 in.

Kuel examination facility cover
blocks

Fuel examination facility light
fixture

Fuel examination facility wall
block El-26 ft 5 in.

Fuel examination facility wall
block lil -26 ft 5 in.

Outside west of pamt shop, brine
pit

Outside containment cast wall,

El 0 ft 0 in.

Reactor stmcture

Reactor structure

Reactor structure

Reactor structure

Reactor structure
below bottom primary shield

Reactor .stmcture biological
shield Rl-2 ft 7 1/4 in.
R1-17 1H, in.

Reactor structure
bottom primary shield

Reactor structure
lower reactor room

Reactor structure
moat openings

Reactor stmctuie
moat openings

Component

Viewing plug

Viewing plug

Cover block plugs

Light fixture plugs

Viewing plug

Viewing plug

Loading hatch

At 12 in. vent line

Sheet metal cone filled with lead

PRTR slum control
Mark III shim rod

Outer rotating shield disc

Inner rotating shield

Shim rod beam shield unit

D2O recovery system headers

Process tube inlet shield plug

Steel liner and piping

Moat stationary end shield

Moat opening tip shielding

Drawing/Zone

11-3-1198I/B6
H-3-11979

H-3-11981/B6
H-3-11979

H-3-11978, sht 1/D4, and
sht 2

H-3-11982, sht 1/B2. and
sht 2/D2

H-3-1 1981/H6
H-3-1 1979

H-3-11981/H6
H-3-11979

H-3-1 1184,;sht3/F12

H-3-11494,.sht 3/G7

H-3-1 1550

H-3-13484, sht2/C7
11-3-14913, sht 1/117

H-3-11541

H-3-11550

H-3-11592/C4
H-3-15244/B8

H-3-11487

H-3-1 1307/K9
H-3-1 1349

H-3-11046/E8

H-3-11443/B4
H-3-11444/B3,F3

11-3-11484/C6

Mat'l/quantity

Lead glass/1,681 cu in.

Lead wool/45 cu in.

Lead/2,681 lb

Lead/1,214 1b

Lead wool/41 cu in.

Lead glass/1,516 cu in.

Lead/1,381 1b
(Removed)

Lead/1,785 1b
(Removed)

Lead/2,252 Ib

Lead/287 lb

Asbestos/
646 cu in.

Asbestos/
194 cu in.

Lead/136 lb

Asbestos/
17,354 cu in

Lead/219 lb

Asbestos cloth/
1,602 cu in.

lxad/3,3281b

Lead/3,033 1b
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Table B-l. Building 309 Lead/Asbestos. (5 sheets)

Location

Reactor structure
moat openings

Reactor stiueture
moat openings

Reactor struct ure
NW quadrant. EL -3 ft 6 in.

Reactor structure
NW quadrant
HI -7 It 10 in.

Reactor structure
process tubes

Reactor structure
stationary shield bottom assembly

Reactor structure
SW quadrant, 1:1 -3 ft 6 in.

Reactor structure
thermal shield

Reactor stmcturc
lop primary shield

Reactor structure
top primary shield

Reactor structure
top primary shield

Reactor structure
top primary shield

Reactor structure
top primary shield

Reactor structure
top primary shield

Reactor structure
top pnmaiT shield

Reactor structure
top primary shield

Component

Moat doors

Moat doors 1 and 4 gear plugs

Biological shield penetration

Lead shield

Process tube outlet nozzle assembly

Stationary shield

Access openings for future test loops

Cooling loop tubes

Ion chamber thimble

Shim rod sander

Ion chamber thimble

Center tube

Moderator temperature probe

Moderator level indicator and
temperature monitor

Process shield tube outlet plug

Ion chamber thimble

Drawing/Zone

11-3-11444

H-3-11444/1310
H-3-1 1445/F10

II-3-11486,
slit 2/A4, C5

H-3-1 1482/132
H-3-11484/04

11-3-11358/A3, Do

H-3-11535

11-3-11482/C8
H-3-14967, sht 2/G9

11-3-11471/05

II-3-15281/B6,part5

H-3-15063,sht2/D9

11-3-15281/B2,
part 1

H-3-15159,
sht 1/A9.D11

i 1-3-15090, sht 1/E5

H-3-14449,sht 1/D5 and sht
2/134

11-3-11307/1-2,
H-3-18682 thru 84, and
11-3-18679

H-3-15281/B9,part6

Mat'l/quantity

Lead/30,230 lb

Lead/418 lb

Asbestos cement/
1,032 cu. m. asbestos
gasket/114 cu in.

Lead/2,834 lb

SST and
asbestos/42 cu in.

Asbestos/957 cu in.

Asbestos gasket/
57 cu in. and asbestos/
703 cu in.

Lead/2,657 lb

Lead/20 1b x number of
part 5's
(Removed)

Lead/454 lb

Lead/20 lb x number of
part 1's
(Removed)

Lead/117 1b

Lead/21 1b

Lead/20 lb

Load/4,156 Ib

Lead/66 lb x No. of
part 6's
(Removed)
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Table B-l. Building 309 Lead/Asbestos. (5 sheets)

Location

Reactor structure
top primary shield

Reactor Structure
top primary shield

Reactor structure
top primary shield

Shim rod transfer bucket

Storage basin

Storage basin

Total estimated
lead

Total estimated
lead wool

Total estimated
lead glass

Total estimated asbestos

Component

Ion chamber thimble

Reflector vent line

Moderator level probe

Storage can lid

PRTR fuel handler filter box

Gamma scanner eollimator shutter

Drawing/Zone

II-3-15281/G7,part 13

H-3-11332/B3

II-3-25885sht 1/D2

II-3-13979/B5

H-3-13382, slit 2/B9, BIO

H-3-15045,sht3/G2,
G8, G9, and E8

Mat'l/quantity

Lead/4 lb x No. of
part 13's
(Removed)

Asbestos/1 cum.

Lead/21 lb

Lcad/11 lbxNo. of can
lids
(Removed)

Lead/684 1b
(Removed)

Lead/32 lb
(Removed)

59,239 Ib

190cuin.

3,197 eu in.

24;087 cu in.

Ci'm = Cubic foot per minute
NE = Northeast
NW = Northewcst

PRTR = Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor
SE = Southeast
SST = Stainless steel tank
SW = Southwest
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APPENDIX C

Pictures of Characterization Work
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This appendix contains pictures captured from video tapes of the work described in this
document. Because they are originally video tape pictures they are not as clear as pictures taken
on film. Table 1.0 lists reference numbers for pictures that will further illustrate Plutonium
Recycle Test Reactor (PRTR) characterization work.

Table 1.0. Archived Pictures of PRTR Core Characterization

Reference number

97020291-13CN

97020291-3CN

97020291-1CN

97020291-40CN

97020291-21CN

97020291-23CN

97040252-20CN

97040252-43CN

97040252-60CN

97040252-51CN

97040252-66CN

97040252-58CN

Picture content ||

Top of reactor, center tube open

-21', thimble 1L with step plug removed

Thimble 1L dose survey with teletector

"Bull pen" setup around PRTR inner rotating shield

Under moderator dump tank through access hole

Access hole to space under moderator dump tank

Tools on floor of lower reactor space

Looking directly down on reactor top face, through outlet
nozzles

Down thimble 1L, end of pipe is against reactor vessel wall

Lagging on outlet ring header, under stationary ring

Inserting down-well gamma probe into thimble 1L

Rigging in step plug 1L
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APPENDIX D

WORK PLAN
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J-4A Resolution/Retest
(Continuation)

PTS Number
3B-96-00156

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

2.8
2.9

H-3-11309
H-3-11490
H-3-11507
H-3-11518
H-3-11519
H-3-11540
H-3-11852

H-3-11853
H-3-18640

1.0 SCOPE

Determine chemical and radiological status of the PRTR reactor core.

2.0 REFERENCES

Side Flux Chamber Hole Assembly

Thermal Barrier Arrangement & Section
Thermal Barrier Arrangement
Neutron Monitor & Fission Chamber Shielding Step Plugs
Removal Handle, Step Plug
Rotating Shield Arrangement
-Instrumentation- Fission Chamber Control Arrangement &
Details
-Instrumentation- Fission Chamber Control Details
Reactor Tube Index System

2.10 3B-96-00142, Grout Removal Work Package
2.11 Radiation Work Procedure (RWP) R-183
2.12 RWPR-184
2.13 RWPR-185
2.14 RWPR-186

3.0 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

3.1 Portable Air Emission Unit (PTRAEU)
3.2 a and p Continuous Air Monitors (CAMs)
3.3 Rotating Shield Actuator, in working condition
3.4 Aluminized reinforced paper
3.5 Plastic sheeting
3.6 Plastic bags
3.7 4 large C-clamps to use for handles on temporary barrier.
3.8 2 Heavy Duty Carts
3.9 Cradles for shield plug and thimble
3.10 Personal Protective Equipment as specified in the RWPs
3.11 RCT to provide monitoring instruments and materials for smears
3.12 NDE personnel to provide all their equipment
3.13 Nuclear Chemistry personnel to provide all their equipment, as well as the RSR to

ship their radioactive sources
3.14 Riggers to provide all lifting equipment they need for this job, excluding the crane.
3.15 Photography personnel to provide all their equipment
3.16 Packaging for transport and disposal of fission chambers
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J-4A Resolution/Retest
(Continuation)

PTS Number
3B-96-00156

3.17 Duct tape
3.18 Tape measure
3.19 Sturdy cord for lowering instruments into the process tubes
3.20 3/4" Allen wrench
3.21 3/8" Allen wrench
3.22 Special tool - nozzle cap remover
3.23 Wrenches
3.24 Large throat bolt cutters (> Vi") or hack saw
3.25 Bag for thimble (20" diameter x 10' long)
3.26 Temporary lighting
3.27 Waste containers
3.28 Fire Extinguisher, First Aid Kit, 2-way Radio Communications Equipment
3.29 Oxygen/Explosive Gas Meter

4.0 PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

4.1 The top of the reactor has not been accessed for nearly 30 years. No historic
radiological data exists. The reactor was used for several years after the 1965
accident so no Pu is expected here, but the area quite likely has high smearable
contamination. This area needs to be entered cautiously and an RCT is required for
the duration of this job.

4.2 Dose rates over the reactor core may be fairly high since there is not water in the
process tubes. If dose rates are high enough to make the area on top of the reactor a
High Radiation Area with the Inner Rotating Shield removed, the shield may be
replaced when work is finished at the end of each day at the discretion of the RCT.

4.3 If, at any time, the RCT determines whole body dose rates or contamination levels
exceed RWP Action Levels, core structures will be restored to "as found" condition
and the need for the information re-evaluated against the expected exposure.

4.4 The Lower Reactor Space has not been accessed for nearly 30 years. No historic
radiological data exists. The reactor was operated for several years after the 1965
accident so it is unlikely to be contaminated with Pu, however, expect a wide variety
of fission products. This area needs to be entered cautiously. It is unclear from
drawings whether the Thermal Barrier is resting on portable rests, the top of the
Moderator Dump Tank, or has been removed. If the Thermal Barrier rests atop the
Moderator Dump Tank video access through some avenue other than the access plate
will be evaluated. Also, this area is a Non-permitted Confined Space.

4.5 A-cell sump is a Non-Permitted Confined Space, as is the space under the Moderator
Dump Tank. Entry into these spaces must be done in accordance with appropriate
safety precautions.

4.6 The A-cell sump is about 10' deep and has a permanent ladder. Evaluate the
integrity of this ladder before use.
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J-4A Resolution/Retest
(Continuation)

PTS Number
3B-96-00156

4.7 Reactor Dome supply and HEPA filtered exhaust must be ON. When working on
the 0' entry through the Inner Rotating Shield, recirculating heaters must be OFF.

4.8 In the event of material inadvertently being dropped down a process tube, it is
possible to recover it from either the bottom of the tube directly or it can be pushed
back up to the top of the tube. Either case will require evaluation of the importance
of recovering the item and a separate work package. DO NOT RECOVER IT IN
THIS WORK PACKAGE.

4.9 It may be necessary to relamp the -21' C-cell prior to performing work. If that is
not possible, provide temporary lighting.

4.10 The trap door in the -21' C-cell floor has a load limit of 1,000 lbs. Limit the
number of people on the door to a maximum of 4.

5.0 PREREQUISITES

5.1 Obtain NOC permit, RWPs, and gain approval of the Independent Review Group.
5.2 Confined Space Hazards Checklist complete.
5.3 Obtain all required tools, instruments, and materials.
5.4 Grout must be removed from the Inner Rotating Shield and the shield must be able

to rotate (Work Package 3B-96-00142).
5.5 The "bull pen" must be erected around the Rotating Shields and include the Lay

down Area.
5.6 Conduct a Pre-Job Briefing.
5.7 Coordinate sample transport to the 325 Laboratory.
5.8 Prior to conducting work in the -32' A-cell, ensure the RCT has completed the

routine surveillance for that area.
5.9 Obtain work release signature from the Work Control Center.
5.10 Complete all prerequisites. /

PIC Signature Date

6.0 WORK INSTRUCTIONS

Note 1

Videotape (with audio) this work to document reactor conditions and to verify work
completion.

6.1 Access the Lower Reactor Space for Characterization (Reference RWP R-185)
6.1.1 Verify adequate ventilation in the space by using paper strips or ventilation

smoke at the exhaust to show air flow.
6.1.2 Set up CAMs as near as possible to the breathing zone.
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J-4A Resolution/Retest
(Continuation)

PTS Number
3B-96-00156

6.1.3 Remove retaining bolts from the northern temporary barrier to the lower
reactor space in A-cell

6.1.4 Under constant RCT surveillance, remove the barrier and move it against
the wall of the Fuel Examination Cell.

6.1.5 Establish temporary lighting in the lower reactor space
6.1.6 RCT perform radiological surveys of the lower reactor space (smears and

dose rates), especially the following areas. Record readings for a Radiation
Survey Report.
6.1.6.1 Bottom of bottom shield
6.1.6.2 Lower reactor space in general
6.1.6.3 Piping systems that may be open (don't open any up for this

purpose)
6.1.6.4 Top of moderator dump tank

H O L D P O I N T : RCT perform radiological surveys.

Radiological conditions are below RWP Action Levels.

RCT Signature Date

Note 2:

Steps 6.1.7 through 6.1.8 can be done in any order

6.1.7 Inspect the space for lead
6.1.8 Videotape the moderator dump tank. Look for an easy access to the tank.

If needed, videotape the tank using the following method:
6.1.8.1 Remove access plate
6.1.8.2 Video tape tank internals
6.1.8.3 Replace access plate

6.1.9 Replace the temporary barrier and properly post the area

6.2 Access the Space Under the Moderator Dump Tank (Reference RWP-186)
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J-4A Resolution/Retest
(Continuation)

PTS Number
3B-96-00156

H O L D P O I N T : Test the air in the sump for adequate oxygen. Inspect the ladder for
safety prior to using it.

The A-cell Sump has adequate oxygen and the ladder is safe for use.

PIC Signature Date

HOLD POINT: Perform radiological characterization of A-cell sump. Document results
on survey map.

Radiological conditions are below RWP Action Levels

RCT Signature Date

6.2.1 Enter the A-cell sump and locate the access tunnel
6.2.2 Set up temporary lighting in the access tunnel
6.2.3 Perform radiological and video surveys of under the moderator dump tank
6.2.4 Leave the A-cell sump and restore it to its "as found" condition

6.3 Access Top of Reactor for Characterization (Reference RWP R-183)
6.3.1 Lift Inner Rotating Shield as follows:

Establish the bull pen as a Contamination Area (CA).
Ensure the Inner Rotating Shield is in the UNLOCKED position. If
not, use the Rotating Shield Actuator to align the locking rings to the
UNLOCKED position.

6.3.1.3 Insert lifting bolts into the lifting lugs
6.3.1.4 Set up the PTRAEU to ensure proper air flow as the Inner Rotating

Shield is lifted.
6.3.1.5 Lift the Inner Rotating Shield (6.8 tons) using the polar 30-ton crane

(Lift shield in stages to allow for incremental survey as it is extracted)
6.3.1.6 RCT perform radiological surveys as the Rotating Shield is removed.

6.3.1
6.3.1
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J-4A Resolution/Retest
(Continuation)

PTS Number
3B-96-00156

H O L D P O I N T : RCT perform radiological survey including dose rates and removable

contamination.

Radiological conditions are below RWP Action Levels.

RCT Signature Date

6.3.1.7 Place Inner Rotating Shield in designated lay down area and wrap it in
plastic if directed by the RCT.

6.3.2 Perform Characterizations as follows:
6.3.2.1 Perform representative radiological survey (dose and contamination) of

the accessible reactor top face. Indicate results on Data Sheet 1.
6.3.2.2 If directed by RCT, lay down plastic sheeting over the exposed reactor

top.
6.3.2.3 Remove the top cap from up to four process tube nozzles (at the

discretion of the project lead) and perform the following tests:

H O L D P O I N T : Survey the dose rate and contamination levels from the top of the
nozzles with the top cap removed. Record results on Data Sheet 2.

Radiological conditions are below RWP Action Levels.

RCT Signature Date

6.3.2.3.1 Test for water in the Top Shield by doing the following:
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J-4A Resolution/Retest
(Continuation)

PTS Number
3B-96-00156

6.3.2.3.1.1 Lower the PuBe/Cu water detection probe -30 inches into
one of the process tubes (from the top of the nozzle) and
secure (leave in place 12-24 hours at direction of Nuclear
Chemist) (step 6.3.2.3.6 may be done while the probe is
in place)

6.3.2.3.1.2 Remove the PuBe/Cu water detection probe from the
process tube and test the Cu tube for neutron activation.
RCT survey equipment as it is removed from the tube.

6.3.2.3.1.3 Place the PuBe source in a second Cu tube and lower it to
-54". Secure it and leave it in place for the same length
of time as previously used.

6.3.2.3.1.4 Remove the PuBe/Cu water detection probe from the
process tube and test the Cu tube for neutron activation.
RCT survey equipment as it is removed from the tube.

6.3.2.3.2 Characterize the reactor core by doing the following:
6.3.2.3.2.1 Perform dose rate profile survey in three of the pressure

tubes (record on Data Sheet 2). RCT survey equipment as
it is removed from the tube.

6.3.2.3.2.2 Insert the Gamma Energy Analysis probe and perform an
isotopic profile in three of the process tubes (minimum of
5 elevations each). RCT survey equipment as it is
removed from the tube.

6.3.2.3.3 Replace all nozzle top caps (they can be left just hand tight).
6.3.3 Remove all test equipment from the top of the reactor.
6.3.4 Replace the Inner Rotating Shield
6.3.5 Survey and downgrade the bull pen area
6.3.6 Tape over the chipped paint areas.

6.4 Access the Side of the Reactor Core Through a Biological Shield Step Plug
(Reference RWP R-184)
6.4.1 Establish a high radiation/contamination area around the shield step plug

access and any areas that may become contaminated on the -21' level of C
cell.

6.4.2 Set up CAMs near the breathing zone.
6.4.3 Stage waste ( fission chambers) packaging in the room.
6.4.4 Set up the lifting cradle and position it at the lower step plug in -21' level of

C-cell.
6.4.5 Remove all retaining nuts and the step plug cover plate.
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J-4A Resolution/Retest
(Continuation)

PTS Number
3B-96-00156

H O L D P O I N T : Survey under cover plate and on shield plug face.

Radiological conditions are below RWP Action Levels

RCT Signature Date

6.4.6 Affix step plug removal hardware to the step plug

Be prepared for moisture to come out of or be inside the thimble. This moisture
will be D2O.

6.4.7 Remove the step plug at a rate determined by the RCT to allow incremental
survey of step plug

6.4.8 As the step plug is being removed, take radiological smears every 1' (use
Datasheet 3).

6.4.9 Cut off the fission chamber canister and package it for waste shipment.

H O L D P O I N T : Survey background and beam dose rates.

Radiological conditions are below RWP Action Levels.

RCT Signature Date

6.4.10 Lower the step plug on to a hand cart and move it out of the way
6.4.11 Perform radiological surveys inside the thimble (smears and dose rates) (use

data sheet 4)
6.4.12 Perform Gamma Energy Analysis along the thimble to the reactor vessel wall

as a check of data gathered previously from the process tubes
6.4.13 Using the Gamma Energy Analysis instrumentation, check through the

thimble wall for Pu.
6.4.14 Remove all test equipment from the thimble, RCT to survey equipment as it

is removed.
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J-4A Resolution/Retest
(Continuation)

PTS Number
L3B-96-00156

6.4.15 Replace the step plug, cover plate, and all retaining nuts and bolts. Nuts and
bolts should be tight, but not torqued to specific levels.

6.4.16 RCT survey the area and downgrade the radiological controls

7.0 RECOVERY
Not applicable.

8.0 RETEST
Not applicable.

9.0 COMMENTS
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APPENDIX E

RADIO - CHEMISTRY REPORT ON WATER IN THE TOP SHIELD
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#Batteiie
Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Baltelle Boulevard
P.O. Bo* 999
Richland, Washington 99352

Telephone (509) 3 7 6 . 0 4 0 5

April 24, 1997

Bruce C. Cornwell
BWHC
Mail Stop L5-70
Richland, WA 99352

Dear Mr. Cornwell:

RESULT OF PNNL COPPER-ACTIVATION PROBE TO MEASURE MOISTURE IN PRTR REACTOR
(309 BUILDING) TOP THERMAL BARRIER

Reference: 1. Research Report for Westinghouse Hanford Company.
Reeder, P. L., R. L. Brodzinski, W. E. Wilson, D. C.
Stromswold, and J. H. Reeves. October 1995. "Moisture
Measurement for High-Level-Waste Tanks Using Copper
Activation Probe in Cone Penetrometer." PNL-10837. Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington.

Enclosed is a set of data for work performed on various dates between January 21,
1997, and February 27, 1997, using the PNNL Copper-Activation Probe described in
the referenced report to assess the presence of moisture in the PRTR Reactor (309
Building) top thermal barrier.

Neutron Techniques for Moisture Measurements

Neutron techniques have been used for measuring moisture in earth formations
since the mid-1960s. Typically, a neutron source is lowered into an access well.
Energetic neutrons from the neutron source enter the surrounding material and
interact mainly with hydrogen atoms in any water that may be present. As the
neutrons interact with water, they lose kinetic energy and become thermalized.
Some of the neutrons with lower energy return to the instrument in the well and
are available for detection. The closer the neutron detector is to the source
of high-energy neutrons, the more sensitive the instrument is to surrounding
moisture, i.e., a "near field" geometry.

The copper activation technique is insensitive to high gamma-ray backgrounds;
in addition, only neutrons produce activation of copper. However, the activated
copper must be removed from the well in order to measure its activation. Thus,
the results are not available in "real-time" but are delayed by several hours.
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PNNL Copper-Activation Probe for Moisture Measurements

Aluminum
Source
Holder

PuBe source
1.27-cm diam.
1.27-cmhigh

In the PNNL copper-activation method,
a source of high-energy neutrons
provides the means for activation;
the particular source used in these
sets of experiments was 239PuBe source
M-710 containing 1.2 g of Pu and
emitting 1.58-105 n/s. The average
neutron energy is about 4.5 MeV with a
maximum energy of about 10.7 MeV.
Thermal neutrons at room temperature
are usually defined as having a
kinetic energy of 0.025 eV.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of
the assemblage used to measure
moisture in the PRTR thermal barriers.
The high-energy-neutron source is
secured inside a hollow copper pipe
using an aluminum holder that
maintains the source at the center of
the copper tube. The neutron-source/
copper-tube assemblage was suspended
in one of the process tubes of the
reactor. Fast neutrons from the
source readily penetrate the copper
and steel to enter the material in the
thermal barrier. Collisions of the
neutrons with any hydrogen atoms
provide the most efficient means for
slowing down the neutrons since the
low mass of hydrogen atoms is
essentially the same as that of the
neutron and allows efficient energy
transfer. Iron in the thermal barrier
also slows down the neutron, but with
about an efficiency of 6% relative to
100% for hydrogen. After the neutrons
have lost their energy, they continue
to scatter, gaining and losing some energy in the thermal energy region. Some
of these thermal neutrons return to the probe where they have an opportunity to

Copper pipe
OD2cm
ID 1.4 cm
Length =
15.2 cm + 1.2 cm

Figure 1 Schematic Diagram of the PNNL
Copper Probe Assemblage for Measuring
Moisture in the PRTR Thermal Barriers.
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be absorbed to activate the copper. The activity of the copper continues to
build up from exposure to the neutrons until a state of equilibrium develops in
which the rate of production of newly activated copper nuclei is exactly equal
to the rate of decay of previously activated ones. Activation that lasts for two
half lives will produce 75% of the equilibrium amount; in practice, it is not
worth prolonging the activation because of time constraints and because
sufficient activation has usually been achieved after 1 or 2 half lives.

After the high-energy neutrons slow down to thermal energy through collisions
with surrounding material, they can be absorbed by 63Cu (natural abundance of
69.24) to become MCu, which decays with a half life of 12.7 h. The mode of
decay which yields a readily detectable signal is via positron emission:

64Cu •> 64Ni + B*

The emitted positron ( B* ) annihilates with an electron to give two gamma rays,
each with energy 0.511 MeV, with are emitted simultaneously in opposite
directions. Two gamma-ray detectors, located on opposite sides of the source of
the positrons, detect the emitted gamma rays. Requiring the gamma rays to have
the proper energy and also be detected in coincidence greatly reduces the
background counts. Greater sensitivity is achieved by further lowering the
background with an anti-coincidence detector (anti-cosmic or veto shield) and
massive external lead shielding.

PNNL Multi-Dimensional Gamma-Ray Counting System

Appendix A contains a figure that illustrates one the features of the multi-
dimensional gamma-ray counter used to measure the activation of the copper pipes.
The two large Nal(Tl) scintillation detectors each have a diameter of 30 cm and
a thickness of 20 cm. Each Nal(Tl) detector is surrounded by a plastic anti-
coincidence detector to reduce background. Individual copper pipes were placed
on their side between the Nal(Tl) detectors and inside concentric annuiuses of
lead and gold to provide the most efficient counting geometry. The annuluses
reduce Compton backscatter between the two Nal(Tl) detectors and increase the
likelihood of positron annihilation within the sample layer (i.e., the volume
nearest both detectors.)

The computer recording data pulses identifies both single- and coincident events
by polling two analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) that convert detected
scintillation pulses into digital values. Data were only accepted by the
electronics for processing when there was no simultaneous pulse from the anti-
coincidence shield, which typically serves as a signal that a muon (or some other
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cosmic ray) has traversed the detector volumes and will merely elevate background
values. Valid data registering sufficiently close together were deemed to be
coincident; all other valid data was treated as single events. The collection
of pulse-height data were stored as data in a two-dimensional array of 64
channels on each axis, covering the energy range from 0.1 to 3 MeV. Counting
times typically summed to more than a day of total counting.

The counts in five channels of the two-dimensional data array that corresponded
to the 0.511-0.511 keV coincidence peak were summed to give the 64Cu count rate.
Appendix B contains a grid that displays some of the radionuclides that have been
identified and quantified using the multi-dimensional gamma-ray spectrometer.
Positron annihilation is shown in the coincidence plane of the grid at the
intersection of channels (11,11) as a purple square. Note that regions
identified in the coincidence plane are mirrored across a diagonal that extends
between the coordinates (0,0) and (63,63) corresponding to detection in the upper
vs. the lower Nal(Tl) detector.

The data analysis program MITE2 was used to sum the specified channels, subtract
detector background, estimate contributions from other Compton tails, and correct
the count rate back to the time the copper pipe was removed from the reactor
process tube.

Data Analysis and Results

Table 1 summarizes the MITE2 results from using the PNNL Copper Probe to measure
moisture content. The first entry shows the results for a copper pipe counted
in the multi-dimensional gamma-ray detector without exposing the pipe to the
high-energy neutron source; the result, expressed as a percentage relative to
exposure to water, shows a very low background. The second entry shows the probe
immersed in a large volume of water to provide a comparison for the upper end of
the measurement. The third and fourth entries show the results of the count for
probes placed at the top and bottom portions of the upper PRTR thermal barrier.
The fact that their water equivalence is nearly identical indicates that if there
were water present, it would be at the same concentration throughout the thermal
barrier and would not be pooled in the bottom layer of the thermal barrier. The
last measurement was performed on the lower PRTR thermal barrier, which was known
to be drained of all water; the measurement was taken in the middle of the
thermal barrier, so that a greater fraction of the neutron thermalized by the
surrounding iron were reflected back toward the copper and fewer escaped into the
surrounding void. The last value also confirms that the upper PRTR thermal
barrier has been drained of water and that any remaining hydrogen is at a very
low level.
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Table 1. Summary of MITE2 results from using the PNNL Copper Probe to measure
moisture content in the PRTR thermal barriers.

Location of Cu Probe

Unexposed Copper Pipe

Tank of Water

Top of Upper PRTR Thermal Barrier

Bottom of Upper PRTR Thermal
Barrier

Middle of Lower PRTR Thermal
Barrier

Sample
ID

F007

F007

D007

E001

G003

Irradiation
Time
(min.)

..

1522

1362

1397

1383

Water
Equivalent

0.00O635S

100.OS

1.751

1.861

2.151

Recommendations and Conclusions

Copies of the data used to confirm that water has been drained from the PRTR
thermal barriers are maintained in t'he PNNL NDA System project file. Spectral
data are archived on computer media for backup purposes. Any questions may be
directed to me at Mail Stop P8-08, by cc:Mail, by FAX at 376-2329, or by phone
at 376-0405.

Smcerely,

Richard J . Artjiur
Sr. Research Scientist

Enclosures
Attachments

cc w/attachments:
NS Hale, L5-70
MD Winterrose, P8-01
File /LB
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Appendix A

Features of the PNNL Multi.-Dimensional Gamma-Ray Counter

Used to Measure Low-Level Activation in Copper Pipes
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Appendix B

A Grid That Displays .Radionuclides Measured With

the PNNL Multi-Dimensional Gamma-Ray Spectrometer
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Appendix C

Diagram Illustrating Sampling Loqations, Marked as "*", Within the PRTR

Using the PNNL Moisture-Measuring Copper Probe

Used to Measure Low-Level Activation in Copper Pipes
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APPENDIX F

Radiological Survey Report
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Westinghouse Hanford Company - Radiological Control
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WHC - Radiological Control
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309 BLDG.
Under reactor core
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ATTACHMENT "A"

SURVEY OF MODERATOR DUMP TANK

USING RO7 FOR SURVEY

HATCH OPEN 10 MR/HR 0' LEVEL (TOP OF TANK @ OPENING)

TANK INTERIOR 10 MR/HR 1' DOWN
10 MR/HR 2'
10MR/HR 3'
20 MR/HR 4'
40 MR/HR 51

70 MR/HR 5.5'— BOTTOM

ACCESS TUNNEL UNDER TANK

USING R.O7 FOR SURVEY

0 MR/HR OPENING (SEE NOTE 1)
IN FROM SUMP TO TANK CENTER

0 MR/HR
0 MR/HR
0 MR/HR
10MR/HR
0 MR/HR
0 MR/HR
I0MR/HR
0 MR/HR
10 MR/HR

1'
2"
3'
4'
5'
6'
7
8'
9' UNDER CENTER OF TANK SUMP

(READINGS ARE AT THE BOTTOM SCALE OF THE INSTRUMENT)

NOTE I: READINGS WITH CP
IN "A" CELL SUMP AT OPENING TO DUMP TANK
AT OPENING 25 MR/HR W/O, 3 MR/HR W/C
GENERAL AREA 2 MR/HR W/O, 1 MR/HR W/C

REFERENCE SURVEYS ROOOO52, ROOO053, ROOOO54 FOR COMPLETE INFROMATION
ON TANK SURVEY.

SURVEY # R000054 PAGE 3 OF 3
HPT: C WILDMAN 01/16/1997

F - 1 9



HNF-SD-NEL-ER-008 REV 0

Westinghouse Hanford Company - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

Dala

Aree/B!dg./R

Job Descript

Time

o ! o o - <3oo

RWP No.(s)

K-oo\ £e^ oc\-
om/Location (Code)

! r t t w ( (.^^

_ _

No.

\

->

3

S

Survey No.

R000058

Page ' of J

F.C.

Purpos* of Sutvsy (check appiopriate box[ei]);

Conlamination Incidant: Q Skin, Q Clothing, Q Spill

A arm Reipon*e; Q CAM, Q ARM(RAM), Q PSD

Q HRA/VHRA Work E l Job Cover, a a P I Othar

Q Exposure

Q RM Trans

Map/Sketch

^ \

Detcrip'on

y

Dist.

] -

J

• >

DOSE RATES

I (ntm-

mr«d/h

T (pen!
mR/h

ncidant [J Material Releaaa

er/Shipmant Q Required, Task No.

CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Total 1/100 c m 2 )

gldpm) • Idpm)

<->

\ ^

Removable IMOOcm*)

1 Idpml « (dprn)

, j

<>

<5

<i>

mr«d/h

•w
i

Cortlinued on page 2

Ait Sample Resulis y/Ci/m )

> 1

a 2

• 2

BZ GA Iniiial

^ ~ ^ " — ~ ^ .

Decay

Leaerd

© -s

0 • L

Other

™.r Local on ^ • Air Sample Location

rge Aree Smeer » - Contect Reading

BD-6000-010 (Ofi/96)
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WHC - Radiological Control
RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

No. Dascriplion

_ ^

Disl.

F.C.

(L P . , 2 . , a

DOSE RATES

1 inon-

mrad/h

~O-M_ < D = 3 inches/sec c

o j r inches from item

\OQ % ol item surveyed

No audible counls above background

• ' — -

^~~~~

t pen)
mnih

Survey No.

R000058
CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Total (/100cm2)

1 (dpm) > Idpm)

Removabla (MOOcm2)

I Wpm) < Idpm) mrad/h

^-o^»fc<-<D= ^ inches/sec

a.?i~ inches from item

IOO % ot item surveyed

No audible counts above backqround

i - o p - -

o4 l ,T f

Sam

InsU./Probe
Model

Serial No.

Efficiency

Facior

R0-3S

ICP)

1

-

0 3 ^ mi

E-140/Penceko

(GM/Probe)
w/ZnS prob

fPAM)

ules.

•

«1-
1

ADDITIONAL REPORTS

RPR No. | Sample Counier Logls) <*-• Ol 17 a,^ - 7 ^

. . . Coniamination - Clothing A\- Otherls}

HPT:

Payroll No.: ^ r % - i 1 _

Nam a 1 P r m l l : c . ^ , ^ ^

' • ^ — - — : ^ —

Dale: If 11 / 9 7 P«V

Name (Pr

IN., ^47/?

, . i : 0 R PR:-" •'-•••;!..'

BD-6OOO-OI0R (O6/S6f

F-21
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Westinghouse Hanford Company - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

Dote Timft RWP No.(s)

Survay No.

R000060

P«B« 1 of ^ 1 °

Araa/Bldg./Room/Location (Coda)

/ 0. 1 '
Job • escripti Purposa of Survey (check appropriats box|a*))

Contamination Incident: Q Skin, Q Cloth

• HRAA/HR

• Exposur.

Q BM Tfans

A Work Q Job Covernga

ncidont Q Malarial Ralo

er/Shipment | | Haquirad, Tas

F.C.

il

ing, Q

p| PS

B O l

•a

kNo.

j , Map/Sketch

No.

(

s

10

Description Dist.

c

L CM

1

C

DOSE HATES

pen}
mrsd/h

J.S

T (pen)

o -5

i

1

S

5.

mram/h

•̂ U

-1*

CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Tolal 1/100 cm 2)

1 (dpm) « Idpm)

Removable (/100cm 2)

1 (dpml

lOOO

C (dpm)

m o

mrad/h

A l ,

* IA

-1 U

•

Coniinusd on page 2

Air Sample Results (j/C /ml)

a 1

e i

a 2

• a

BZ GA In tial

JU

^V—

Dtcay

I - V | V , D ' ^

~

Legend

0 - Smesr Locat on / > \ - Air San

{ f j • Large Area Smaar • • Comic

Oiher ' * -

npla Lo

Haadi

aiion

0

BD-60OO-010 (06/96)

F-22
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p

RAt

N o .

Tl
i t

-

HC - Radiological Control
OLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

Ducripiion Oist.

»u -
A,

"W —

•>!•• —

. .

•>!•• -

F.C

(L
DOSE RATE

1 (ran-

mffld/h

— — —

;. inches / sec

o. is inches from item

...jo % ol item surveyed

No cudible counts above background

Instr./Pruba

• Model

Serial No.

Efficiency

Factor

RSR No

. ..Ccnlflm.r.lio

HPT:

Name (Pur-

Signature- c

RO-33

<CP)

t\

E-140/PancakB

(GM/Probe)

41

w/ZnS pio
IPAM)

T

R/h

ile-

a

.-.I.

T

^ U Caniamination - Skin

n • Cbthino fW Otriei(s)

Payroll No.: ° I 5 * \ T

-AO _

P.O. ^ 0 )

- _ _

*->

R000060
CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Total {/100 cm2

1 (dpm)

~ ™ <D= I

a Idpm)

Rtmov.bU (/100cm2 ]

• Idpm)

OS

I B

' W

\ooo

-

t Idpm) mrad/h

•>u

'U

•"In

__

inches /sec

inches from item

_ % of item surveyed

No audible counts above background

Frs lL

Dale:

N , ™

5 gnul

Procedufo: J W

ne HP Manager:

,/,.* hi P.yrollNo.: //Q 7$"i

„ , „ „ : D . R . E K C • • • • : • ;

BD-6OOO-O1OB (06/9GI
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Westinghouse Hanford Company - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

Dele

0' >
Area/BJdg./Ro

Job Dsscripli

om/Localion |C

RWPN

oda|

i o < \ at>t [ - l a '
n

No.

\

7.

1

Dascription

"ft ft G. C.r'fc. ~roo K. S

Dist.

-V -

j

Purpose of Su

Conteminatio

"A" C *

SurvtyHo.

R000061

Page 1 of 2

F.C.

(L,

rvay (check appropriate box.ae }:

ncidertt:

Alarm Respond. u ^

• HRA/VHRA Work

Q Exposure IneitJent

Q RM Trans

Map/SketcK

DOSE RATES

1 Iron-

mrad/h

7 (pen)
mR/h

er/Shipme

• Skin, [ ] Clothino, Q Spill

g Job Covaraa* Q Oi

• Matarial Raleete

nt Q Requifsd, Teak No.

CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Total |/100 cm 2)

1 <dpm] • (dpm)

Rtmoveble 1/100cm 2)

1 (dpm)

-v

4 {dpm} mrtfd/h

Conlim.tdCTp.o.2

Air Sample Rasulu (*/C /mil

> 1

* 2

BZ GA In l id

~ " — ~ _

Decay

LeBend

© • S

0 - L

Other

mtef Loca on i / | \ t - Air Semple Location

™ " " -<=™-" »•••*"•

BD-6000-010 (06/361
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WHC - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

No.

f t

Dae crip lion Disl.

D

mradVh

OSE RATE

rnR/h

p.a. 2 ol *

5 CONTAri

R000061
^INATION LEVELS

% (dpm) « (dpm) m r * J " '

- ! „ „ ,_ < D = z- inches/sec «e«.u.(iu ^ D = i inches/sec

o.a» inches from item O . I T inches from item

100 % of item surveyed , « % ol item surveyed

No audible counts above background No audible counts above background

4 T o t l l ^ r i c ^ , F n •„,_„ ,,„%, TH,^ s.»(.r.,*> F.e. r€»»sp.rr n oV«urv-

S I d 'h bl - 1 ^

Model

Serial No.

Efficiancy

Factor

ICP)

1

RPR No. \

RSRNo *~>\A-

HPT

Nan

Sig

Contemination • Cloth ng

(GM/Probfi) (PAM)

•"I

Sample Counter

Payroll No.:

' )

ADDITIONAL REPORTS

Logls) i

n- Skin

0ther(5)

Firsl-L

Sigr.3

ne HP Manager:

P( «t): D B

Procodu

// />. &£<^,.
BD 6OOO-O1OR 106/96)
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Westinghouse Hanford Company - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

Dot

Are

OX \ L\ \\*'\-)

Tima RWP N

s/Bldg./Room/location (Code)
/ |

\or,A<le-* / Zo\ ft i/fcC. C
Job Descript"

• I ,

a.tsl

N..

\

7_

I

5

L

~\

T[

".,

\o

Osscrip ion

Tw4c i S So C*P

T ^ t * ' l^SM CAC

TKAr >-VSM

, « « r »MS CAP

TvxftC t l ^ ^

Dist.

->W —

L

er

c

F

JU -

Surv.y No.

R000063

PaDo ! of S

F.C.

Purpose of Survgy Ichack approprists box[n]}:

Contamination Incident: Q Skin, Q Clothing. [~

Alarm Response: Q CAM, Q ARM(RAM), Q PS

• HRA/VHRA Woik Q Job Covaraga ^ Ot

Q Exposure Incident Q Material Relea««

• HM Tfensfer/Shipmont £

MapjS ketch

DOSE RATES

-U

T Ipen)

|_

1 .1

v r

-U.

- ! * _ ,

- 1 \

-u —

-\.

Spill

3 Required. T«ik No.

\ ^

CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Total (/I DO cm Ramov

H OOL>

5ooo

NS"GO

•bU 1/100

* • » >

* > )

< > .

<"5

<^

mrad/h

- U

- U

-u

-u

Continued on pane 2

Air Sample Results l/JCi/ml)

' 1

» 1

a 2

« 2

BZ

v - '

GA Initial

— - — — — _

Decqy

- ' I

~ " ^ - -

Legend

(F) - Smeai Location

0 - Large Area Smear

Oiher ^ ! *

/ | \ • Aif Snmplo LD ation

* - Contact Reading

BD-6000-010 (O6/9SI
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WHC - Radiological Control
RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

No i Doscriplion

h

/

/

/

Diet.

J k

^ l * —

F.C

DOSE

1 Inorv

mrad/h

—„.. <D= a inches/sec
a^f_ inches trom item
loo % of item surveyed

No audible counts above background

— ^ ^ — - — ^ ^ — £ ^

-
=53— _ ^

S.rr.p... C.,n,.d wi,K p.n.W. i , . , ™ . - , , , f . r _ , . , S mi

Insir./Proba

Model

Serial No.

Elficiency

Correction
Faclor

RO-3B

ICPI

,«rf.

v

E140/PancBkB

{GM/Pjobel

IO

Survayor-
*v/ZnS pro

(PAM)

T

PflO« 2 o f 5

RATES

per.)

mfl/h

i.

a

m' l .

"I

ADDITIC

RPR N(J. \ Sample Counler Logls)

NA

ft*

f v -

R000063
CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Total 1/100 cm2)

I (dpml

' • »

> Idpm)

<k

Bamovab.(/100cm2|

lldpm)

<>

-U

i dpm) mrad/h

' I .

-u

OJTOvJ.<D= \ inches/sec

^es^j "•»>' inches from item

mo % o( item surveyed

No eudlble counts above background

•

" —
'

L REPORTS

. S R N Q J I,. ...Cortlamin-t.on-Skm

L . . Coniamination • ClolhinQ rJ f̂ V OiheKs]

HPT:

Payroll No.: S f U l

Nams IPrin:): <T .UOLO>-A~ .

First-L

Dale;

Name

s, o n . ,

Procedure: " W

V
ne HP ManagBr:

/(}.?, I l l P.y.ollNo.: £A7?3

P , , n , , : D ' P • ' " ' • ' ' j ' ' '

BO-60OO-O1OR 106/36)
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DATA SHEET 2, TUBE SURVEY

TOP
SHIELD

REACTOR
VESSEL

BOTTOM
SHIELD

LEVEL TUBE

1550

TUBE

1354

TUBE

1144

CP READINGS

0" 3.5mr/hr 3.7rar/hr 3.5mr/hr

CONTAMINATION INSIDE PROCESS TUBE

TECH
SMEAR

5,000 DPM PY
<20 DPM a

10,000 DPM Py
<20 DPM a

4,000 DPM PY
<20 DPM a

RO-7 READINGS (using low range probe)

0"

-24"

-44"

-64"

-72"

-84"

-96"

-108"

-120"

-132"

-144"

-156"

-168"

-180"

-192"

20mr/hr

80

166

1000

1878

1677

1733

1779

1762

1655

1525

1383

1315

1625

196

20m/hi

60

130

1000

1640

1525

1551

1620

1601

1533

1435

1315

1225

1345

110

Omr/hr

60

84

1000

1484

1430

1480

1550

1530

1450

1316

1297

1150

1077

100

SURVEY # R000063 PAGE 3 OF 5

C. WILDMAN C£P>£—~— 1/22/97
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HNF-SD-NEL-ER-008 REV 0

Westinghouse Hanford Company - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

Data T.ma

Araa/Bldg./Room/Locstion (Code

Job Descrrpti

RWP No.Is)

Survey No.

R000064

Paga "* of 3

^ ^ - C ^ - f »>,u P ^ fcF-rv^ s*.«o» ^ ^ b

~~ ' _________

~~~~~~~-~-—___

Pu

Co

A

C
c
r

poss of 5

ntaminatio

rm Respo

HRA/VHR

Exposure

RM Trans

F.C.

e.
rvey Icheck ippropriate box[oi|):

I Incident: Q Skin. • Clothinfl. Q

sa: Q CAM, [_) ARM(RAM), __] PS

A Work | g Job Coverage [_] Ot

ncidant [ J Malarial Rslaata

er/Shipment Q Requirad, Task No.

Spill

j ^ Map/Sketch

Ho.

\

S

u

S

Oosctiption

? K 1 C O?«,~C-T M - , J A

?

Cisl.

C

- u -

'V
• > «

c.

A.

DOSE RATES

mrad/h

-V.

T Ipen)
ruR/h

i

mrarnlh

S

X-
-u

CONTAMINATION LEVELS

TolBl WOO c m 2 !

1 WpmJ

<>>

*>>

s Idpm)

_ _ —

—

Removable (/100cm 11

|fdpm)

<>>

— _ _

< Wpml

<"^

A

mradft

-V

•u

' Corlirucd on page 2 ~~~"~

Air Sample Resulis (//Ci/ml)

0 1

* 1

«"?
1 2

BZ

-l»

GA

^ _

Initial Dscav

Legend

© " Smear Locat on _ _ ^ - Air S«

[TJ - La/rje Area Smear # - Conlec

Other ^ *

npla Lo

1 Read!

ation

g

BD-6C»0-010 (O6.'9 5|
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WHC - Radiological Control
RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

No.

Con

Description

~ ~ ~ — ~ ~ ^ _

<c

Dist.

F.C.

R. P.O. 2 Of J

DOSE RATES

1 (norv

mrad/h

nches/sec

o . i i inches trom item

i o % ot item surveyed

No audible counts above background

* -s >

Instr./Probe
Model

Serial No.

Efficiency

Factor

RO-3B

(CPI IGM/Probel

Surveyor-
w/ZnS pro

(PAM)

T (P«nt
mfl/h IT

J

(

>M!U

1

RSR No. "^^^"^ ^* - • • Contsrninstion ~ Skin

Survoy No.

R000064
CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Totel 1/100 em 2 )

I Idpml

<D =

a (dpm)

fttmavabl*(/100cin2 l

1 Mpml

^ ^

• ^

a [dpml

inches/sec

mi«d/h

c a r incnes trom ite n

mo % ot item survevea

No aud bie counts aDove background

. . ContHmi nslion • CioThmQ Other (si

HPT:

Payroll No.: 1 ^k^-)

Nan oiPimO: c ^"- t>~a~

^ ^

Procedure: - * \ -

First-Line

Dais: /

N .m e ( P.

HP Manager:

/ ? ? / ? 7 Psy.ollNo.; i, ff7S>3

D. R rK^.' "•'•"

BD-6D00-O1OH (06/951
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300 AREA 309 BLDG.

UNDER ROTATING SHIELD TECH SMEARS
UPPER SECTION OF REACTOR CORE

FOR ANALYSIS AT 325 LAB

Perform GROSS ALPHA, GROSS BETA, GEA on smears

PRTR-C-01 CORE FLOOR 500 DPM Py <20DPMo
PRTR-C-02 FLOOR BETWEEN PROCESS TUBES 1,000 DPNlfSy <20DPMtt
PRTR-C-03 SHIELD PLUG PORT 500 DPM Py <20DPMet
PRTR-C-04 PROCESS TUBES TOP 500 DPM Py <20DPMa
PRTR-C-05 PROCESS TUBE CAPS 500 DPM Py <20 DPM a
PRTR-C-06 TUBE SIDES 1,000 DPM Py <20 DPM a
PRTR-C-07 TUBE OUTLET PIPES 500 DPM Py <20DPMa
PRTR-C-08 CAVITY CEILING A 500 DPM Py <20DPMa
PRTR-C-09 CAVITY CEILING B 500 DPM Py <20DPMa

PRTR-PT-01
PRTR-PT-02
PRTR-PT-03

PROCESS TUBE # 1550
PROCESS TUBE # 1354
PROCESS TUBE U 1144

5,000 DPM Py
10,000 DPM Py
4,000 DPM Py

<20 DPM a
<20 DPM a
<20 DPM a

Several of the smears are on whatman 5 filter papers. While others were taken on stickly backed
smear papers and stuck to a whatman 5 filter paper.

Readings were taken with a EGM and a PAM for reference only.

Contact RCT Chuck Wildman at 376-5115 for any questions about the smears.

F-34
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Westinghouse Hanford Company - Radiological Control
RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

A'S-'Bldo./Hoom/loeation 1

job Deecripti

RWP No.fs)

R000089
Page 1 ol M

:ode)

Purpose of Survay (chec

Contamination Incidant:

Q HRAA/HR

Q Exposure

• RM Trans

A Work

ei/Shipma

F.C.

ft

t appropriaia box[«i]):

QSkin, QaoiMnfl, •
AM. Q ARM1RAMI, Q PS

HJobCov»faB« [ ] O t

• Malarial Ralasae

it |~| Requirid, Task No.

Spilt

Map/Sketch

No.

•s

%

Description

V ^ ^ C f o i T |-» U" t-,T« CP

Disi.

F

DOSE RATES

pen)
mrad/h

y (pen)

<c.S

Total (/100cm2)

«(dpm) « {dpm]

Removable (/lOOcm^)

l(dpm) t (dpml

<*>

*"b

<!>

* b

mrad/h

Z.

Continued on page 2

Air Semplo Results (jiCilml)

» 1

M

a 2

* 2

B2 GA Initiel

_ _

Dscav

LeQend

0 - Smoer Locolion / # \ - Air Sa

[?] • Larga Arss Smaar • -Comae

Olher - ^

npla Lo

1 Readi

ation

ng

BD-6000-010 (06/96)
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WHC - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

No. Do scrip tion

F — <-"•*•«

i i - ^ P of /5 *?At>

• T'u^e. AS ' w n ^ e u M ?

Did.

C

F

"U-

F.C.

P.j. _

DOSE RATES

1 Jnort-

mrod/h

—

1 w,

T pan)
mR/h

' • • >

loco

_ ( . . . . . . . .

. ,«.,^/«

q

SuwjyNO.

R000089
CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Toul f / IOOcniJ)

• tdpm)

~~-—-

c Wpm)

*"&

— — - T .

Ramovibd (/lOOem^)

• tepm)

SOOB

^

• (dpm)

< • >

mrad/h

(y ^

Model

Serfs/ No.

EHici«r.cy

Facior

RPR No.

{CP)

100*1.

IGM/Pio

£-«&..!«(

Sample

RSH fJo. < ^ . . . Cor,

. . . Contamination - ClothinQ - W

Payroll No.:

Name (Print): C O , L 1 ! - . ^ ^

fit \6J o o^

(PAMI

Lojls)

n - Skin

3 hid))

TfLC

A
A-

First-Line HP Man

• M e

agsr:

PlDCBdU/O: " * \ *

Name IPrint):

B0-6OO0-01OR 106/96)
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309 BLDG.
-21' Level "C" Cell Plug

TELETECTOR READINGS

c
ACCESS PORT / THIMBLE

Secondary Smears
2-40,000 DPM B\G

• <20 DPM Alpha

Fixed Contamination
Removable Contamination

100.000 DPM B\G
• <20 DPM Alpha

60,000 DPM B\G
• <20 DPM Alpha

TECH SMEAR

» 250,000 DPM B\G
» <20 DPM Alpha
LARGE AREA WIPE

STEP PLUG

100,000 DPM B\G
<20 DPM Alpha * 15,000 DPM B\G

* <20 DPM Alpha

, Date

SURVEY it 0-e,

0

r

PAG E _ O F_



HNF-SD-NEL-ER-008 REV 0

-21' Level "C" Cell Step Plug Thimble

Estimated distances in thimble
Dose readings in mr/hr

4 @
7 @
14 @
25 @
48 @
180 @
1000 @
9000 @
8500 @
9000 fffi

opening
1st Step
2nd Step
Tube opening
I' further
2' further
3' further
4' further
5' further
Tube end

Estimate Distance used Teletector and estimated distance in Thimble
Dose reading with CP 3.5 mr/hr @ Opening

8 mr/hr @ 6" in opening

SURVEY # ROOOO89
PAGE 4 of 4
C.WE.DMAN Q L
02/18/1997
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HNF-SD-NEL-ER-008 REV 0

Westinghouse Hanford Company - Radiologies Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

Data

A(as/Bldg,/Ro

Job D« scrip tia

h ?

Tim, HWP No. ))

om/Locflliofi (Code)

n

- ^

Ho.

1

1

•A

>.

3-

Purpose of Su

Sun*

Pafl

rvey (check appropris

Q HRAA'HRA Work

j | Exposure Incident

Q RM Trans

Map/Sketch

•VCF t , - I T A t » f » ?»<.,;«

•»,.

DOSE RATES

mred/h

T Iptn)
mR/h

' M O D

mfem/h

sr/SKipma

LJ Skm,

• J»
QM.

ey No.

R000091

F.C.

re.
• bax(ftil):

Q Clothinu, Q Spill

Coverage Q Othar

taiial Relaa«s

t Q Required. Task No.

CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Totet ( ( IQQcm2 !

({dpm)

• — — — _

s (dpm)

R»mov«WeU100cm2l

I (dpm)

< IS

• (dpm) mrad/h

Conlirued on pags 2

Air Sample Results (^C/ml)

• j
> i

•7
1 2

sz

-I*
GA Initial

^ " ~ — — ^

Decay

Legend

© ' S

a - L

Other

meor Loca on

maar

/ J \ - Air Sample Location

BD-8000-010 (O6/96I

F-39



HNF-SD-NEL-ER-008 REV 0

WHC - Radioing cal Control
RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

No. D . .c, i p t a Dist.

F.C.

P.Oe

DOSE RATES

1 Inon-

mrad/h

TC^.V < D = i- inches/sec

o.is- inches from item

io« % of item surveyed

No audio1"7- r.-'in?c p^ove background

, s t r n-f,Ac.Mrt, . ,»,,. ,- , F o ^ ^ « . f , ^ B

1, % A P

+ V e<l ̂  , , ,

* CA~> VTT- - . - . o'U *F "Mr ^

V •«.!. ^~.t-*n-s wrrtc iMZ-cr- A1i.-«

Ins^r./Probs
Model

ElliciencY

Correction
Fucior

RO-3B

(CP)

E-140/PancBks

(GFVl/PrDbe}

, J(

r iptrt

mR/h

•

miem/h

" a

2 „, R000091 •
CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Total 1/100 em2)

l ldpml

_ (

o . !

loi.

Surveyor-X
w/ZnS ptobo

IPAM)

, v ' l

T

a (dpm)

Rtmovibl* 1/100cm 2)

1 (dpm) • (dpm) mfid/h

inches/sec

r inches from item

j % of item surveyed

.OK^is above background

loot I O O Y .

1

/

A
ADDITIONAL REPORTS

RPR No. [ Sample Couniar Lcg(s) \

RSH No -" A . Contaminaiion - Skin Procadura: J A

. . Conl.mmaiion - Clolhing -W 0 ha,(si ^

MPT:

Payroll No.: ^ S ^ I T

N. i , , (Prim)- C o J l C b _ A M

*... a.^.c.

Fiisl-Line HP Man

Date: ^ . - ̂ 2 / -

Name (Print):

S l O n . , « : _ ^

aget:

G. A.

^ ^

Payr N0, *s-ars

BD-6000-0I0R (06/961

F-40



309 BLDG.
-21 ' Level "C" Cell Plug

DOSE READING LOCATIONS
(ESTIMATE ON DISTANCES]

ACCESS PORT / THIMBLE

60,000 DPM B\G
<20 DPM Alpha
TECH SMEAR

« 250,000 DPM B\G
• <20 DPM Alpha
LARGE AREA WIPE

STEP PLUG

Secondary Smears
2-40,000 DPM B\G

» <20 DPM Alpha 100.000 DPM B\G
• <20 DPM Alpha

Fixed Contamination
Removable Contamination

100,000 DPM B\G
<20 DPM Alpha

H P T <

SURVEY 8 <»•

15,000 DPM B\G
<20 DPM Alpha

, D a t e «.|i-

PACE " OF

00

O



HNF-SD-NEL-ER-008 REV 0

Westinghouse Hanford Company - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

Date

b'SOO- IOOO

RWP No,(si

Survey No,

R000092

A res/Bid Q./Room/Location (Code)

Job Dascripii Pu

Cc

A

C
c
r

F.C.

rpoie of Survey (check appropriate boxlaa]);

ntaminotion Incident: Q Skin, Q Clothing, Q Spill

eim Response: Q CAM, Q AHM(HAM), Q PSD

RM Kensfer/Shipment • Required, Task N

Map/Skttch

No.

V

Description Dist.

C

C

~W '

DOSE RATES

pen)

. .

.

T lp«n)
mR/h

' O 5

< o . S

_ _ _ _

mrJn/h

CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Tola! {/100 c m 2 )

1 (dpml

Haia o

o

a (dpml

— - —

Remov^jta l/lOOcm^)

| Idpm)

<-!)

<!>

<»

-

• Idpml

-.!,

<>

<»

mrad/h

Continued on pafl* 2 ~ — -

Air Sample Result* (yCi/ml)

• i

• i

• 2

> 2

BZ GA

—_

Initiil Oecfly

Legend

0 • Smear Localion ^ ^ • Air San

[Tj - Urge A'ee Smear * - Cantac

Other J ' A

npla Lo

Readi

-aiion

ng

BD-6000-010 (06/961

F-42
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WHC - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

-u

Dsscription •ist.

F.C. .

(L

DOS£RATES

TOT*^ < D a ^ inches / sec

o.zs inches from item

«oQ % of item surveyed

No audible counts ab r i f? ^ ^ a r o u n d

+ * •> An «.

Model

Serial No.

Efficiency

CoF.ctor

[CPI

>».»!,

IGM/Probe)

0 ;

T (»•«)
mfl/h rr

.I.,.

(PAMI

^ ^

1

CONTA

Toutl 1/100 enrt2)

• (dpm) S Idpm)

SurvoyNo.

R000092
^IIMATION LEVELS

HamavabU (HOOern2}

l ldpml 1 (dpml

u < D = 1 inches/sec

o.i! inches from item

no % ol item surveyed

No audible counts above background

ADDITIONAL REPORTS

RSR No. -1 A . . . Cdnlamination - Skin Pr.c.du,.: - . . . n . - o , . . 1 . , . ,

Coniomination • CloiKing _i k O:hei(si "*

HPT:

pBYroll No.: 9? ̂ "5,-7

S.gr

• IPrin'l- C L ^ . U . ^ . . . ^

First-L ne

Name (Pf

Signatuit

HP ManBeer:

,-?/- "7"7 Pay oil No.: ^^S^tf/

M 1 : 0 A DAVIS

-==2:̂ 2 ."ir •

BD-G000-O10R (0S/9E)

F-43
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Westinghou.se Hanford Company - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT
Da

Ara

Job

C

"I

a/Bid

Oat

I-/Ro

fipti

Tlma RWP No.[s)

om/Localion (Code)

1 \ \
n

— ~ _

J|*r

No.

I

Z

z

5

L,

1

Purpose of S

QHRA/VHR

Q Exposure

Q RM Trans

Map/Sketch

D.«, ip ian

* « « ^ -r^t...fW. .

€

j

Oist.

F

C

c

c_

c

DOSE RATES

1 Inon-

mrad/h

—

T (pen)
mRfti

\

2,

3 . S

2Uooo

•

SurvtvNo.

R000095

Pag. 1 of 4

F.C.

rvoy (chock appropriata boi l«i) :

i IncidaM: Q Skin, f j Clothin0, Q Spill

A Work

ncidtm

ar/Shipms

nJobCoverogs g Ot

Q Mitariil Ralaai*

i t Q Required, Task No.

CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Total |/100 cm 2 |

1 (dpm) a Idpml

o

Removable (/100cm2)

I (dpm)

Jooo

• (dpm|

*>.

nvad/h

_

-

Continued on page 2

Air Sample Results ti/Ci/rnl)

• 1

» 1

0 2

1 2

BZ GA Initi.l D.c.y

_egend

@ - Smeaf Local

S -L

Oilier

on ^ £ ^ - Air Sampla Location

0

\

BD-60O0-01O (06/36)

F-44
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WHC - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

No.

u

O..c,ip,ion

^ ^

/

/

Did.

A -

F.C.

Psfla 2 0 ) 4

DOSE RATES

mtad/h

I C _ a , < D = 2 inches/sec

o.2«,_ inches from item

j ^ g % of item surveyed

No audible counts above background

- U • —

Model

Serial No.

Efficiency

C7*<£r

(CP)

1
, =

, , 1 .

T (pen 1

* *

1

R000095
CONTAMINATION LEVELS

TotBl 1/100 cm2)

1 (dpm) • Idpm)

R i m Q v a b l . |/100cm2 )

I (dpml

—ii—

• !*m) mrad/h

L . < D = i inches/sec

o.i<r inches from item

._£o_. % of item surveyed

No audible counts above background

ADDITC

RPR No. Sample Coun si Log(s)

RSR No. J •V Contaminalior - Skin

to-T

£££—Pn-»y ^f-^Q-

1

NAL REPORTS

Proc,du,a. J 4
A-

HPT:

Payroll No.: S ? 5 " ! l

Nan

s,3

• IPiiml- C^,,O~«-i

First-Line

DBIB: _ ^

Na.T.e (P

HP Manager:

-26-17 Payroll No, ^ - ^ 6 ^ /

Ml: p (, r\Mi|r

BD-6000-010R (06/961

F-45
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DATA SHEET 2, TUBE SURVEY

TOP
SHIELD

MAX DOSE

REACTOR
VESSEL

BOTTOM
SHIELD

LEVEL TUBE

1550

TUBE

1354

TUBE

1144

CP READINGS

0" 3.5 mr/hr 3.5 mr/hr 3.5 mr/hr

RO-7 READINGS

LEVEL

0"

-24"

-44"

-64"

-66"

-72"

-84"

-96"

-108"

-120"

-132"

-144"

-156"

-168"

-180"

-192"

-204"

LR

3

10

92

-

-

-

-

-

1975

30

MR

0

0

200

38500

46700

19700

14600

15400

16800

17100

15900

13800

11600

10100

13500

700

0

LR

3

12

89

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1245

28

MR

0

0

200

34900

42200

16100

13000

13500

14700

14900

14000

12500

11000

9300

11200

600

0

LR

4

11

53

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1000

15

MR

0

0

100

19300

26000

12900

11400

12300

13300

13600

12800

11000

9300

8100

7600

200

0

INSTRUMENT RO-7 ICEB2-0036; DTEB6-0030 LR Probe; DTEB7-0047 MR Probe
LR=L0W RANGE PROBE 0-2R / MR=MID RANGE PROBE 0-200R
(—)~Beyond Probe Range, LR Probe 1 mr/hr increments /MR Probe 100 mr/hr increments

SURVEY R000095 PAGE 3 OF 4

02/2471997 C. W1LDMAN Q L P . ' ' S
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HNF-SD-NEL-ER-008 REV 0

Westinghouse Hanford Company - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

Date

O2ias\iqa"?

Time

A re u/Bldg./Room/Location (Co

Job Doscnpti

RWP No.(s)

R-\^

j

Survey No.

R000096

Page ^ of 4

Purpose o( Survey (check appropriate bex|ei]

Contemination Incident: £ ] Skin, Q Clot

Q HRAWHRA Work Q Job Co«rag>

Q Exposure Incident Q Material Releaie

Q RM Transfer/Shipment • Required, T«»k N

F.C.

K

D
QPS

Spill

, Map/Sketch

No.

1

4

0.0-1 -s T , t »jt» c « u -

T«SS isro

Dist.

f-

P

DOSE RATES

pen)
mrad/h

T (pen)
mR/h

1

I

mrem/h

CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Total 1/100 cm 2)

1 Idpm)

< D

« tepm)

<^

Removable l/IOOcm?)

1 (dpm)

1 C O O

<>>

• (dp ml

<b

<>>

<>>

<b

•;^

«.•&

* i

mrad/h

_

Continued on p«B« 2

Air Sample Results (//C /ml)

n 1

» 1

a 2

1 2

BZ

•L
GA Initial Decay

Legend

© • Smear Locator. / ? \ - Air Sar

[?} • Letge Aree Smear « - Conlac

Other A W

nple Lo

tReedi

BD-6O0O 010 (06/961

F-47
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WHC - Radiological Control

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT

No.

( (

\\

Oafcription

5DP „ « „ Me.

/

/

Dist.

r

C

F.C.

Pago * 0 [ ^

DOSE RATES

pen)
T (pen)
mR/h

- ~ ^

1
mrem/h

R000096
CONTAMINATION LEVELS

Total 1/100 cm^J

I Idpm) a Idpm]

< *

R.mov.b.(/100im2|

I Wpml • (dpm)

<5

. t ,

mrad/h

—

- P ^ * , < D - s inches/sec 9 r ^ . , , ^ , r < D - i inches /sec

0.3-r inches from item 0.3-r inches from item

5O % of item surveyed >»o % of item surveyed

No audible counts above background . No aud'b!? counts a'scve background

* fruv ^c* . is . ^ r f r ^A*«.C AAe* ^,i»rt / f t u ^ ?<r^ ~ * i Y O ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ , AFrv^

Instr./Probo
Model

Serial No.

E fiCi = ncV

Factor

R0-3S

(CP)

1

RPR No. 1
1

HSR No. J fL-

HPT

Nan

wontaminatfon - Clothing

E-140/Pancaka

(GM/Probel

,„•/„

1 0

w/2nS probn
(PAM)

"('/

Sample Counter

-V

Payroll No.:

S o l

' c o ' / 0

ADDITIONAL REPORTS

n - Skin

Dtherls) A-

First-L

SiBn»

ne HP Manager:

p n,l: ^ T ^ "

Procedu

= ^s;-r^ _ _
BD-6OOO-O1OR 106/96)

F-48
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DATA SHEET 3, TUBE SURVEY

LEVEL TUBE

1550

RO-7 READINGS
(using mid range probe)

-44"

-48"

-52"

-56"

-58"

-60"

-62"

-64"

-66"

-68"

-70"

•72"

300

600

1800

8800

15600

23900

32800

40300

44300

28100

22000

19500

ICEB2-0036 RO-7
DTEB7-0047 Mid Range Probe
Mid Range Probe 0-200R
100 mr/hr increments for probe

SURVEY R000096
PAGE 3 OF 4
02/25/1997
C. WILDMAN

F - 4 9



BallElle Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Analytical Chemislry Laboratory
Radioanalytical Group - 325 Bldg.

Client: D. Cornwel)
Wp#: K76109

Cognizant Scientist:

Concur:

ALO ID
Client ID

97-1696 •
PRTR-C-0'

97-1697 *
PRTR-C-02

97-1698
PRTR-C-03

97-1699
PRTR-C-04

97-1700
PRTR-C-05

97-1701
PRTR-C-06

97-1702
PRTR-C-07

97-1703
PRTR-C-08

97-1704
PRTR-C-09

97-1705
PRTR-PT-01

G7-1705
PRTR-PT-02

97-1707
PRTR-PT-0?

\1- /' ~i&^A

K

Total Alpha
Error %

5.64E-G
12%

5.3SE-5
5%

1.39E-6
19%

1.38E-6
60%

2.49E-7
47%

<2.E-7

4.30E-7
35%

1.09E-5
7%

3.01E-7
45%

B.03E-6
20%

4.98E-5
10%

7.82E-6
25%

'/

J

Total Beta
Error %

7.13E-5
5%

1.34E-4
4%

3.10E-6
14%

3.45E-5
11%

5.30E-6
10%

8.48E-6
87.

7.6DE-6
8%

1.37E-5
6%

5.21E-7
52%

6.63E-4
4%

5.74E-3
3%

7.13E-4
4%

Me;asured Activi

Co-60
Error %

4.14E-5
5%

7.05E-5
5%

<3.E-6

1.52E-5
3%

6.3BE-6
14%

4.44E-G
20%

7.G1E-6
11%

2.75E-6
27%

<3.E-6

1.06E-3
5%

7.04 E-3
5%

1.04E-3
5%

lies (uCi/sa)

Cs-137

3.1BE-5
7%

5.G4E-5
6%

<3.E-6

9.96E-6
13%

<3.E-6

<3.E-G

<3.E-6

2.S7E-6
39%

<3.E-6

3.99E-6
48%

<=4.E-5

<2.E-5

Date :

Date :

Am-241
Error %

<7.E-6

5.16E-5
10%

<7.E-G

<7.E-6

<2.E-5

<7.E-6

<2.E-5

<6.E-6

<7.E-6

<3.E-5

<5.E-5

<4.E-5

Standatd 99%

Blank O.E-8 5.79E-7
20%

Nole: " PRTR-C-01 and PRTR-C-02 required acid digestion due to high sample activ
The standard and blank results are from the QC samples run wilh Iheir preparation.



HNF-SD-NEL-ER-008 REV 0

-32' LEVEL LOWER ACCESS TECH SMEARS

FOR ANALYSIS AT 325 LAB

Perform GROSS ALPHA, GROSS BETA, GEA on smears

PRTR-SP-OA FLOOR UNDER DUMP TANK 4000 DPM (5y 140 DPM a
PRTR-SP-OD FLOOR UNDER DUMP TANK 3000 DPM py 140 DPM a
PRTR-SP-0C PIPE TO DUMP TANK 2000 DPM Py <20DPMa
PRTR-SP-OD TANK SUMP BOTTOM SIDE 40000 DPM py 420 DPM a

PRTR-TK-01 DUMP TANK INS1DES BOTTOM 15000 DPM py 700 DPM a

PRTR-LA-01 WALL OF LOWER ACCESS 1000 DPM Py <20 DPM a
PKTR-1A-02 FLOOR/KNTRANCETOLA 2000 DPM Py <20 DPM a
PRTR-LA-03 TOP DRAIN LINE PIPE 15000 DPM Py <20 DPM a
PRTR-LA-04 BOTTOM GAS DUMP VALVE 2000 DPM Py <20 DPM a
PRTR-LA-05 CEILING OF LOWER ACCESS 1000 DPM Py <20DPMa

Several of the smears arc on whatman 5 filter papers. While others were taken on slickly backed
smear papers and stuck to a whatman 5 filter paper.

Readings were taken with a EGM and a PAM for reference only.

Contact RCT Chuck Wiidman at 376-5115 for any questions about the smears.

F-51
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300 AREA 309 BLDG.

UNDER ROTATING SHIELD TECH SMEARS
UPPER SECTION OF REACTOR CORE

FOR ANALYSIS AT 325 LAB

Perform GROSS ALPHA, GROSS BETA, GEA on smears

PRTR-C-01 CORE FLOOR 500 DPM Py <20 DPM a
PRTR-C-02 FLOOR BETWEEN PROCESS TUBES 1,000 DPM Py <20 DPM a
PRTR-C-03 SHIELD PLUG PORT 500 DPM Py <20 DPM a
PRTR-C-04 PROCESS TUBES TOP 500 DPM Py <20DPMa
PRTR-C-05 PROCESS TUBE CAPS 500 DPM Py <20DPMe
PRTR-C-06 TUBE SIDES 1,000 DPM j y <20 DPM a
PJUR-C-07 TUBE OUTLHT PJPES 500 DPM Py ^20 DPM a
PRTR-C-08 CAVITY CEILING A 500 DPM Py <20 DPM a
PRTR-C-09 CAVITY CEILING B 500 DPM Py <20 DPM a

PRTR-PT-01
PRTR-PT-02
PRTR-PT-03

PROCESS TUBE # 1550
PROCESS TUBE* 1354
PROCESS TUBE* 1144

5,000 DPM Py
10,000 DPM Py
4,000 DPM py

<20 DPM a
<20 DPM a
<20DPMo

Several of the smears are on whatman 5 filter papers. White others were taken on stickly backed
smear papers and stuck to a whatman 5 filter paper.

Readings were taken with a EGM and a PAM for reference only.

Contact RCT Chuck Wildman at 376-5115 for any questions about the smears.

F-52
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Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Analytical Chemistry Laboratory
Radioanalytical Group - 325 Bldg,

Client: B Cornwell

Wp#. K76109

97-1597

2/1 (V97

Measured Activities {uCi/sa)

ALOID
Client ID

97-1597

PRTR-SP-OA

97-1596
PRTR-SP-OB

97-1599

PRTR-SP-OC

97-1600

PRTR-SP-OD

97-1601

PRTR-TK-01

97-1602
PRTR-U-01

97-1603
PRTR-LA-02

97-1604
PRTR-LA-03

97-1605
PRTR-LA-04

97-1606
PRTR-LA-05

Stand aid

Total Alpha

Error %

2.41E-4
13%

1.65E-4

12%

3.57E-5

27%

7.07E-4

8%

2.59E-4

9%

<9.E-6

<1.E-5

1 33E-5

<3£-6

O E - 6

85%

Tot,a I Beta
Error %

7.B7E-4

B%

3.18E-4

15%

1 86E-4

20%

7.58E-3

9%

1.84E-3

22%

<5.E-5

1.15E-4

ia%

2 14E.-3
18%

V26E-4

29%

<5 6-5

90%

Co-60
Error %

1.26E-5
7%

5 45E-6
10%

4.25E-6
11%

4.56E-5
3%

2.73E-3
2%

<2 E-B

5 70E-6
8%

U.S7E-6

22%

4 23E-6
10%

<1.E-5

Cs-137
Error %

5 37E-4

5%

1.39E-4

9 75E-5
2%

7.42E-3

2%

2.04E-5

15%

1.5IE-6
49%

6.23E-5
3%

8 34E-4

9.B3E-5

2%

4.77E-6

12%

Am-241

Error %

6.75E-5
7%

3.56E-5
7%

1.45E-5
8%

2.87E-4
3%

6.57E-5
8%

*6. E-B

1 99E-&

<9. 6-S

7.88E-5

12%

*3. E-6
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APPENDIX G

SURFACE ARE CALCULATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
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Assumptions and Methods Used to Estimate Surface Areas

Complex shapes were broken down into as many simple shapes as needed to make a
reasonable approximation. For example, the inside of the reactor vessel was calculated as a cylinder
with a complete end (rather than subtracting out the areas occupied by the process tube shrouds)
filled with cylinders (the shrouds). If a particular component didn't look like it would add
substantially to the surface area it was ignored. An example of this, again from the reactor vessel,
was to ignore the shim rod shrouds and neutron monitor shrouds.

Primary Coolant Surface Area

Inlet Ring Header - a torus, 13' diameter and 10" thick.

A= n2Dd, where D=diameter and d=thickness
if D=13' andd=0.83'
Area=106 ft2 or 9.89E4 cm2

Outlet Ring Header - torus, 13.5' diameter and 10" thick.

A= 7i2Dd, where D=diameter and d=thickness
ifD=13.5' andd=0.83'
Area=lll ft2 or 1.O3E5 cm2

Header Inlet and Outlet Pipes, one for each header (2), assumed to be identical.

A=2( IUDL), where D=diameter and L=length
ifD=14"andL=7',
Area=51.5ft2or4.78E4cm2

Process Tubes, cylinders, assumed to be same diameter over entire length.

A=n( iiDL), where n=number of tubes, D=pipe diameter, and L=length
if n=85, D=3.25" (0.27'), and L=17'5" (17.4')
Area=l,254 ft2 or 1.17E6 cm2

Outlet Nozzles, Cylinders, ends were ignored.

A=n( TTDL), where n=number of tubes, D=pipe diameter, and L=length
if n=85, D=3.25" (0.27'), and L=2'
Area=144ft2or 1.34E5 cm2

Jumpers, assumed to be straight cylinders, of same length, average 10' long, inlet and outlet.

A=n( 7rDL), where n=number of tubes, D=pipe diameter, and L=length
ifn=85, D=1.5"(0.13'), and L=10'
Area=694 ft2 or 6.45E5 cm2
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Total Primary Surface Area=2.36E3 ft2 or 2.19E6 cm2

Moderator Surface Area

Tank Inside - cylinder capped on both ends

A=2( TT(1/2D)2) + TTDL, where D=tank diameter, L=tank height
ifL=6'3" (6.251), D=15'
Area=648 ft2 or 6.02E5 cm2

Tank Sump - cylinder, open on top

A= TI(1/2D)2 + TIDL, where D=sump diameter, L=sump depth
ifD=2'andL=2'
Area = 15.7 ft2 or 1.46E4 cm2

Top Gas Lines - cylinders, open on both ends

A=n( TTDL), where D=pipe diameter, L=pipe length, and n=number of pipes
ifD=10"(.833'), L=24', andn=4
Area = 251 ft2 or 2.33E5 cm2

Bottom Gas Lines - cylinders, open on both ends

A=n( TCDL), where D=pipe diameter, L=pipe length, and n=number of pipes
if D=10" (.833'), L=15', and n=4
Area = 157 ft2 or 1.46E5 cm2

Lower Wier Baffle Plate - (this is the upward turned portion of the inlet plenum wier that
separates the inlet plenum from the dump chamber, as well as its supporting plate) assume
cylinder, both sides, negligible material thickness, closed at one end

A= 2( TtDL) + 2TC(1/2D)2, where D=cylinder diameter and L=cylinder height
ifD=8'8" (8.67') and L= 1 '5" (1.42')
Area= 195 ft2 or I.82E5 cm2

Dump Chamber, Calandria Bottom Plate, and Upper Weir Baffle - this is the area directly
under the reflector tank, encompassing the entire calandria bottom plate. Assume upper weir
baffle is flat.

A=Tt(l/2D)2 + TtDL + (rt(l/2D)2 - 7i(l/2d)2), where D=calandria diameter,
L=dump tank height, and d=reactor vessel diameter

if D=10.83\ d=8.67\ and L=2'
Area= 193 ft2 or 1.8OE5 cm2
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Vessel Wall - the boundary wall between the reactor vessel and the reflector tank, assume
cylinder with no holes

A=CL, where C=circumference and L=height
ifC=22'andL=7'
Area= 154 ft2 or 1.43E5 cm2

Center Process Tube Shroud - uncapped cylinder

A=TTDL, where D=pipe diameter and L=pipe length
if D=6" (51) and L=9'9" (9.751)
Area= 15.3 ft2 or 1.42E4cm2

Other Process Tube Shrouds - uncapped cylinders

A=n(rcDL), where n=number of tubes, D=pipe diameter, L=pipe length
if n=84, D=4.25" (.354'), and L=9'9" (9.751)
Area = 911 ft2 or 8.46E5 cm2

Shim Tubes - uncapped cylinders

A=n(7iDL), where n=number of tubes, D=pipe diameter, L=pipe length
if n=19, D=2 9/16" (.214'), and L=9'9" (9.75')
Area= 125 ft2 or 1.16E5 cm2

Monitor Tubes - uncapped cylinders

A=n(itDL), where n=number of tubes, D=pipe diameter, L=pipe length
ifn=l3, D=1.5" (.1251), and L=9'9" (9.751)
Area = 49.8 ft2 or 4.62E4 cm2

Top Plate - ring, like a washer

A= ii(l/2D)2 - 7i(l/2d)2, where D= greater diameter and d= lesser diameter
ifD=ll' and d= 7'
Area = 56.5 ft2 or 5.25E4 cm2

Top Chamber - cylinder capped on one end

A= Jt(l/2D)2 + TTDL, where D= calandria diameter, and L= chamber height
ifD=ll 'andL=8" (.667')
Area= 118ft2 or 1.10E5 cm2

Top Drain - uncapped cylinder

A= TiDL, where D= pipe diameter, and L= pipe length
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ifD=10" (.833") and L= 23.75'
Area = 62.2 ft2 or 5.77E4 cm2

Bottom Drain - uncapped cylinder

A= JTDL, where D= pipe diameter, and L= pipe length
rfD=10"(.833")andL= 14'
Area = 36.6 ft2 or 3.40E4 cm2

Total Moderator Surface Area = 2.99E3 ft2 or 2.78E6 cm2

Dry Gas Space

Inside surface of Biological Shield - a series of different-sized cylinders, ledges ignored.

A= bottom cylinder + calandria cylinder + header cylinder + top cylinder, or
A= 7iDbL,, + 7tDcLc + icDhLh + 7iD,L,

if Db=l IT'(H.081), L,,= I1

Dc= 12'8"( 12.67'), Lc= 11.2'
D,,= I3'8" (13.67% Lh= IT' (1.081)
D,= 15', L,= 1.92'

Area = 617 ft2 or 5.74E5 cm2

Thermal Shield - outside surface of thick cylinder
A= 2[TI(1/2DO)2 - JI(1/2D,)2] + 7tDoL + TCD,L, where Do = outside diameter, D,
inside diameter, and L = height of thermal shield

ifD,,= 12'6" (12.5% D,= 11'6" (11.5% and L = 12'
Area = 942 ft2 or 8.76E5 cm2

Bottom Shield - assume flat top, treat as cylinder capped on one end
A= TI(1/2D)2 + TIDL, where D= shield diameter, L= shield height

if D=l 1'4" (11.3%L=3'4" (3.33')
Area = 219 ft2 or 2.03E5 cm2

Calandria - assume a cylinder capped on both ends
A= 2[TI(1/2D)2] + TIDL, where D= calandria diameter, L= calandria height

ifD= II1, L=9'll" (9.92')
Area = 533 ft2 or 4.95E5 cm2

Top Shield - assume cylinder capped on one end
A= TT(1/2D)2 + JiDL, where D= shield diameter, L= shield height

ifD=14'10" (14.83% L=(l.92')
Area = 262 ft2 or 2.44E5 cm2

Shroud Tubes - from Moderator calculation
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Area = 926 ft2 or 8.61E5 cm2

Process Tubes - from Primary calculation

Area = 1,254 ft2 or 1.17E6 cm2

Total Dry Gas Surface Area = 4.75E3 ft2 or 4.42E6 cm2

Reflector Tank Surface

- assume simple annular tank

A= 2[TC(1/2DO)2 - 7i(l/2D,)2] + 7iDoL + 7iD,L, where Do = outside diameter, D, =
inside diameter, and L = height of thermal shield

if Do = 111, D, = 7', and L = 7.081

Area =5 13 ft2 or 4.77E5 cm2

Top Face

Top of Top Shield - assume flat circle with capped cylinder in the middle
A= ii(l/2Do)2 + JTD^, where Do= diameter of shield, D,= diameter of inside raised
portion, and L= height of raised portion

ifDo= 14', D,= 11.5', andL= 1.08'
Area= 193 ft2 or 1.79E5 cm2

Nozzles - from earlier calculation (Primary Coolant surface)
Area= 144 ft2 or 1.34E5 cm2

Jumpers - from earlier calculation (Primary Coolant surface)
Area = 347 ft2 or 3.23E5 cm2

Outlet Ring Header - from earlier calculation (Primary Coolant surface)
Area= 111 ft2 or 1.O3E5 cm2

Outside wall - assume cylinder (note: bottom of rotating shields NOT included since they
were non-smearable)

A= TTDL, where D=diameter of top face chamber, L= height of chamber
ifD=15.5'andL=3.58'
Area= 174 ft2 or 1.62E5 cm2

Total Area for Top Face = 9.69E2 ft2 or 9.11E5 cm2

Under Moderator Tank
- assume cylinder capped on both ends

A= 2[JI(1/2D)2] + TtDL, where D = chamber diameter and L = chamber height
ifD= 18'6"(18.5')andL = 3'
Area = 712ft2or6.61E5 cm2
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Bottom Face - the lower reactor space above the thermal barrier

Bottom Face space - assume cylinder capped on both ends
A= 2[JI(1/2D)2] + JIDL, where D = chamber diameter and L = chamber height

ifD= 18'6"(18.5')andL = 4'
Area = 770 ft2 or 7.15E5 cm2

Inlet Ring Header - from Primary Coolant surface calculations
Area = 106 or 9.89E4 cm2 ft2

Ring Header Inlet - from Primary Coolant surface calculations
Area = 25.7 ft2 or 2.39E4 cm2

Jumpers - from Primary Coolant surface calculations
Area = 347 ft2 or 3.22E5 cm2

Total Area for Bottom Face 1.25E3ft2or U6E6cm2

Lower Reactor Space - ignore thermal barrier lift, tools, and thermal barrier ring support

Walls and Ceiling - assume cylinder capped on one end, include temp barriers
A=7t(l/2D)2 + TTDL, where D — room diameter and L = room height

ifD= 18'6" (18.5')andL = 7'
Area = 676ft2or6.28E5cm2

Floor - assume circle
A =7t(l/2D)2, where D = diameter of the room

if D=18.5'
Area = 269 ft2 or 2.50E5 cm2

Pipes - assume cylinders
A = n(irDL), where n=number of pipes, D=diameter of pipes, and L=Length of pipes

if n=10, D=10" (0.83'), and L=7'
Area = 183 ft2 or 1.70E4 cm2

Total Area for Lower Reactor Space = 1.13E3 ft2 or 1 05E6 cm2
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APPENDLX H

OLD SURVEYS
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ATIACHMEiiT - RADIA2I0H SURVEY REPORT J7OOlll9

Tube measured at one foot increments as withdrawn from core.

Heading irl, tube measured through r-" steel , TP probe unshielded.

Reading H=2, tube neasured through -j-" s teel , TP probe shielded top and bottom

Heading =3, tube -easured through j " steel and J" lead, T? probe shielded
top and bottoa vith ^'" lead.
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J ; 4- k ~~f~ P
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APPENDIX I

RADION-CHEMISTRY REPORT ON GAMMA
AND NUETRON DATA
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Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Baltelle Boulevard
P.O. Box 999
Richland, Washington 99352
Telephone (509) 376-0405

May 8, 1997

Bruce C. Cornwell
BWHC
Mail Stop L5-70
Richland, WA 99352

Dear Mr. Cornwell:

PNNL DOWN-HOLE ASSAYER RESULTS

Enclosed is a set of data for work performed on various dates between January 22,
1997, and February 24, 1997, using the PNNL Down-Hole Assayer System at
2 locations inside the decommissioned Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor (PRTR) core
inside the 309 Building, 300 Area. The assay was intended to document the main
radioisotopes contributing to the gamma-ray dose levels inside the core and to
confirm the levels of residual transuranic (TRU) isotopes that may have settled
on surfaces of the core following the fuel failure that terminated the useful
role of the reactor.

The PNNL Down-Hole Assayer System is a non-destructive assay (NDA) system that
employs high-resolution (HPGe) gamma-ray spectrometry and passive neutron
counting to characterize a local radiological environment with confined space or
where physical access is restricted.

Activity Measured via Gamma-Ray Spectrometrv

The results of the gamma-ray analysis for the reactor core was complicated by the
small size of the access ports, which, in turn, limited the amount of shielding
that could be used to reduce instrumental dead time. An additional complication
to the assay was the pervasive use of steel for both structural support and for
radiation shielding; the net result was a very high level of the activation
product MCo in all measurements, especially at points where a high neutron
fluence would have existed, such as the headspace at the top of the moderator
volume. The other radioisotopes measured were the fission products 1!'Cs and
15!Eu, which appear to be present in the process tubes that made up the core
proper.
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B. C. Cornwell
Page 2
May 8, 1997

Alpha-Particle Activity Measured via Passive Neutron Counting

The neutron count for the PNNL Down-Hole Assay System is taken separately from
acquisition of gamma-ray spectra. The neutron count is performed with a single
'°BFj neutron counting tube with 5-cm diameter and 1.83 m length. The neutron
count is typically taken with both a bare tube and with the tube wrapped in
polyethylene that provides moderation for higher energy neutrons in the source
term, so that some information regarding the energy spectrum of the neutron
source is obtained. The neutron counting tubes used in the PNNL Down-Hole Assay
System have been rated to operate in fields up to 5 R/hr without experiencing
spurious counts from gamma-ray pulse pile-up.

The neutron count was made only from the thimble that penetrates the reactor
wall. Only counts with the unmoderated tube were considered valid since the
signal cable disengaged during insertion for the moderated count; the anti-
contamination sheath obscured the problem during the count and there was not
sufficient time to perform the experiment again. This was not considered to
degrade sensitivity significantly because of the moderating effects of water in
the concrete surrounding the core.

The neutron tube counts ambient neutrons that are low enough in energy to be
captured by the '°B. The counting model assumes two sources of neutrons: one
from natural background and one from transuranic (TRU) isotopes. The natural
background source of neutrons consists mostly of spallation products caused by
cosmic-ray bombardment of surrounding structures, which in this case was
depressed because of the shielding effects of the massive concrete overburden.
The other source of neutrons is transuranic materials, which has two components
associated with it: 1) alpha-particle activity results in neutron emissions via
(oc,n) reactions, predominantly with oxygen and other light elements of the matrix
and 2) spontaneous fission of various transuranic isotopes (typically even-
numbered isotopes) releases several neutrons.

When no gamma-rays associated with TRU are directly measured or observed and no
process knowledge is provided, then the TRU value determined from the neutron
count is based on the specific alpha-particle activity of weapons-grade PuO2, a
conservative estimate since weapons-grade plutonium yields the lowest alpha-
particle activity (hence, the lowest neutron emission rate) of any TRU material
that can reasonable be expected in Hanford waste and is an appropriate assumption
in this case because of process knowledge.
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Field Calibration Source Check

The gamma-ray spectrometer was checked before use of the instrumentation using
a thoria standard. The three peaks at 238.63-, 911.07-, and 2614.47-keV are
examined for position and area as part of an operability check and as a control
check of the energy and efficiency calibrations. The positions and areas are
determined using commercial ADCAM software and compared to previous control
values.

For the data taken for this report, no accuracy or precision noncompliance issues
exist.

Recommendations and Conclusions

The neutron data show that the PRTR Core contains less than 0.92 g of plutonium
within a 95% confidence interval. This value is based on the assumption that any
plutonium is broadly dispersed throughout the core surfaces and that the source
term behaves as a planar source. Please note that the concrete should behave as
a neutron cavity that allows a given neutron multiple chances of detection before
being absorbed by materials in the walls; this effect has not been taken into
account in this study, but would lower the amount of plutonium that could be
present and still escape detection.

Please note that gamma-rays associated with TRU activity would not be detected
at these levels using high-resolution gamma-ray spectrometry because of the
extremely high Compton-scatter background in the measured spectra that obscure
the presence of the relatively low-energy gamma rays associated with TRU.

Also, computer printouts from the code NANAL, used to document these neutron-
count data, are provided in Appendix A. One printout provides the background
counts taken outside the reactor walls and provides the comparison for a count
in similar surroundings with a confirmed lack of TRU. The second printout
provides the data obtained with the neutron tube fully inserted inside the
thimble.

The predominant fission product measured was '"Cs; the other fission product
measured, l"Eu, appeared to have about 0.001 times the activity of the 1!7Cs. As
shown in the spreadsheet plot in Appendix B, the level of measured activity for
137Cs remained fairly constant in a series of spectra taken at 6-inch intervals
beginning at 12 inches inside the concrete wall and ending at 66 inches, at which
point instrumental dead time was too high to acquire any further data. Between
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the 18-inch and 42-inch counting positions, the ratio of activities for '°Co/"7Cs
remained constant at roughly 1/170. This ratio is assumed to be the ratio of the
two species within the process tube of the moderator portion of the core. The
activity of the '"Co increased exponentially beyond this point as the detector
face approached the highly activated shielding walls.

Hard copies of the data are enclosed for you to maintain as record copies while
floppy diskettes containing the archived spectral data are kept on file for
backup purposes at PNNL. Any questions may be directed to me at Mail Stop P8-08,
by cc:Mail, by FAX at 376-2329, or by phone at 376-0405.

Sincerely,

Richard J. Arthur
Sr. Researcri^Scientist

Attachments

cc w/attachments:
MD Winterrose, P8-01
File /LB
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Appendix A

Computer Printout of NANAL Code Used to

Process and Document Neutron-Count Results
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NANAL: Neutron Analysis

Neutron ANALYSIS file:
Segment

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
t

BARREL:
SITE:

OPERATOR:

CountTime
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00

2200.00
Bkg for PRTR

; Code (Version 2.00)

\DATA\97021901.NAN
NeutronCount Disc;

23.
32.
16.
19.
28.
24.
29.
28.
38.
39.
35.

Date Analyzed
.nan * * •
-- (14:18:14

- —

ird Sigma from Median
-.94
.76

-2.27
•1.70
.00

-.76
.19
.00

1.89
2.08
1.32

311. 11-Sample Median
Core

PRTR: 309 Building; 100 Area
mdu

Statistics on 11 counts
CenMoment
2
3
4
Mean
SDofMEAH

Std Oev
SD of SD
Skeuness
Kurtosis
Median
SDof MED

** NO NET

Calc Value
5.0198356*01
•3.263722E*01
5.056560E*03

28.27
2.24
7.43
1.07

-.091765
-.993328

28.00
2.81

NEUTRON COUNT

i

Poisson Value
2.827273E*01
2.B27273E+01
2.426314E*03

28.27
1.60
5.32
1.14

.188069

.035370
28.00
2.01

•*

(Differences
Oiff/CalcSD

1.44
-.44
1.26

1.97

-.73
-2.20
.00

** Measurement error dominates detection efficiency error
** Can profitably increase measurement time Iay factor of 2.

28.00

in Sigma unit
Diff/Poisson

1.80
-.52
1.04

1.85

-.37
-.61
.00

„„
510+00 •*

EFFNEU= 9.01D-03 4.50D-04 5.00%
Y1= 1.243685 Y2= 7.846913E-01

Onty the 11 GOOD neutron counts used in TRU calculations
Measured Neutron Count Rate = 1.41364E-01 c/s •/- 1.12025E-02 [ 7.92X]
Estimated Bkgd N Count Rate = 1.41364E-01 c/s +/- 1.1Z025E-02 [ 7.92%]
Net Est Neutron Count Rate = 1.00000E-20 c/s +/- 1.58427E-02 [*•*•••**»
Measured N Source Strength = 1.11019E-18 n/s •/- 1.758S4E*00 [••••••••%]

PRELIMINARY TRU activity 7.6441E-13 nCi +/- 1.2110E+06 nCi [**»•*•*%]
LESS THAN 1.9921E->06 nCi ( 1.64-sigtna threshold)

TRU activity Density 7.6427E-16 nCi/gram •/- 1.2108E+03 nCi/gram [**«***X]
LESS THAN 1.9918E+03 nCi/gram based on GROSS UT= 1000. grams

TRU activity Density 7.6441E-13 nCi/gram +/- 1.2110E*06 nCi/gram [**•*•*•»
LESS THAN 1.9921E+06 nCi/gram based on NET UT= 1. grams

Total grams of TRU in barrel 8.6323E-21 gram +/- 1.3676E-02 gram [****•*•%]
LESS THAN 2.2497E-02 gram

CALCULATIONS BASED ON: 1.000 kg Net barrel weight 1 N-tubes
Neutron Efficiency = 9.0075E-03 ( 4.5037E-04) [cts/sl/tn/sl [ 5.00X)
Calibration Factor • 6.8854E+05 ( 3.4427E+04) nCi/[n/s] [ 5.00X]
Specific Activity = 8.8552E+07 ( 4.0000E+06) nCi/gram [ 4.52X]
Meas Bkg Count Rate= 1.4136E-01 ( 1.1202E-02) cps [ 7.92X)
Bkg Gross Barrel Ut= 2.205 # BkgAdjFactor= 1.0000000 CFERR= 0.00006*00
TRU material assumed to be: Weapons grade Pu oxide
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NANAL: Neutron Analysis Code (Version 2.00)
' * * 97021903.nan * *
Date Analyzed -- (14:35:41 on 05/07/97)

Neutron ANALYSIS file:
Segment CountTime

200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
1200.00

\DATA\97021903.NAN
NeutronCount Discard

32.
29.
25.
22.
27.
32.
167. 6-Sample Median

Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor Core
PRIR: 309 Building; 100 Area
mdw

1
2
3
4
5
6
S

BARREL:
SITE:

OPERATOR:
Statistics on 6 counts
CenMoroent Calc Value
2 1.313889E+01

1.259262E+01
3.045811E*02

27.83
1.62
3.97
.65

-.264410

Sigma from Median
.96
.38

-.38
-.96
.00
.96

27.00

3
4

Mean
SDofMEAN
Std Dev
SD of SD
Skewness
Kurtosis
Median
SDof MED

-1.235647
27.00
2.03

Poisson Value
2.783333E+01
2.783333E+01
2.351917E*O3

27.83
2.15
5.28
1.54

.189547

.035928
28.00
2.72

(Differences in Sigma units)
Diff/CalcSO Diff/PoissonSD

-3.13
-1.45
-14.43

-.77
-2.28
-.49

-.91
-.26
-.61

-.45
-.55
-.37

NO NET NEUTRON COUNT '

** Measurement error dominates detection efficiency error **
** Can profitably increase measurement time by factor of 2.390+00 **

EFFHEU= 2.160-04 1.080-05 5.008
Y1 = 49.946850 Y2= 32.274280

Only the 6 GOOD neutron counts used in TRU calculations
Measured Neutron Count Rate = 1.39167E-01 c/s +/- 1.07690E-02 C 7.74X]
Estimated Bkgd N Count Rate • 1.41364E-01 c/s +/• 1.12025E-02 [ 7.92X1
Net Est Neutron Count Rate = 1.00000E-20 c/s •/- 1.55392E-02 t********Xl
Measured N Source Strength = 4.63800E-17 n/s •/- 7.20711E+01 [*••**•••)(]

PRELIMINARY TRU activity 3.1934E-11 nCi •/- 4.9624E+07 nCi [•••••••%]
LESS THAN 8.1631E+07 nCi ( 1.64-sigma threshold)

TRU activity Density 3.1929E-14 nCi/gram */- 4.9615E+04 nCi/gram t********3
LESS THAN 8.1616E*04 nCi/gram based on GROSS UT= 1000. grams

TRU activity Density 3.1934E-11 nCi/gram +/- 4.9624E+07 nCi/gram [*******%]
LESS THAN 8.1631E*07 nCi/gram based on NET UT= 1. grams

Total grams of TRU in barrel 3.6063E-19 9ram +/- 5.6039E-01 gram [*******)£]
LESS THAN 9.2184E-01 gram

CALCULATIONS BASED ON: 1.000 kg Net barrel weight 1 N-tubes
Neutron Efficiency = 2.1561E-04 ( 1.0781E-05) [cts/s]/[n/s] [ 5.00X]
Calibration Factor = 6.8854E+05 ( 3.4427E+04) nCi/ln/s] [ 5.00X1
Specific Activity • 8.8552E*07 ( 4.0000E+06) nCi/gram [ 4.52X1
Meas Bkg Count Rate= 1.4136E-01 ( 1.1203E-02) cps C 7.92X1
Bkg Gross Barrel Ut= 3.202 # BkgAdjFactor= 1.0000000 CfERR= O.OO00E+0O
TRU material assumed to be: Weapons grade Pu oxide
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Appendix B

Speadsheet Printout Showing Observed Relative

Act iv i t ies for Cs-137 and Co-60 Inside PRTR Thimble
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ate: 3/21/97 2:S9 CM

Run No.

97021916
97021906
97021907
97021908
97021909
97021910
97021911
97021912
97021913
97021914
97021915

1.OOE+ 05 -i

1.OOE+ 04 -

1.OOE+ 03 -

1.OOE+ 02 -

1.OOE+ 01 -b
0

Depth

0
6

12
18
24
30
42
48
54
60
66

_L

/

/

y

10

File: 970219PR.XLS

Co-60

activity)
1.60E+01
1.85E+O1
1.96E+01
3.75E+01
4.15E+O1
4.42E+01
3.95E+01
6.17E+01
6.70E+01
1.O5E+O2
4.69E+02

r-l o

20 30 40

Cs-137

activity)
9.54E+02
1.51E+O3
7.19E+03
8.15E+03
9.44E+03
5.95E+03
6.61E+03
5.15E+O3
5.31E+03
5.24E+03
8.01E+03

50

Ratio

60
82

367
218
228
134
167

83
79
50
17

• Cs-137

° Co-60

i Wl

M
/

/

/

' 1
60 70
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APPENDIX J

DOSE RATE PREDICTION CALCULATIONS
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This appendix provides estimates for isotopic concentrations on various PRTR core surfaces.
This is done by using information from a sample analyzed during the time the PRTR operated.
The samples were reactor fuel with 2.8 yr decay (98% uranium, 2% plutonium). The sample
results were back calculated to determine 241Am concentrations. Thirty and sixty yr decay
products were calculated from the original isotopes. These calculations are included in Table
1.0. The sixty year projections were made to show relative distribution for a later time,
approximately the year 2025.

The thirty year decay results were then "normalized" to 24lAm and Total Alpha to allow for
isotopic projections based on easily obtained laboratory analysis (i.e. 24jAm by Gamma Energy
Analysis and Total Alpha by a scintillation count).

Actual sample results were used to project isotopic concentrations for various reactor surfaces.
These calculations were done for both americium and total alpha results when available. The
two methods of comparison are quite close for surfaces that were not decontaminated.
Comparison was not so favorable in areas where decontamination had taken place. These
results are reported in Table 2.0 and Table 3.0.
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Table 1.0, Isotopic Decay Table

Isotope

Am-241

Np-237

Pa-233

Pa-234m

Th-231

Th-234

U-234

U-235

U-236

U-238

Pu238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

Specific
Activity

Ci/g

3.4314x10 °

7.0473x10 8

2.0800x10 4

6.8692x10 8

5.3000 x10b

2.3200x10 4

6.2490x10 3

2.1620x10 "6

6.4700x10 "5

3.3620x10 "7

1.7120x10 1

6.2000x10 "2

2 2680x10 "1

1.0300x10 2

3.9200x10 "3

2.8 Yr Activity*

Ci/g of fuel

1.7796x10 "3

-

-

3.1432x10 "7

1.4227 X10 "8

4.5859x10 ' 9

3.2699x10 "?

1.1280x10 "4

1.0230x10 "3

4.8444x10 "4

3.7106x10 "2

1.0020x10 "7

Isotopic Content After
30 Years of Decay

Ci/g of fuel

2.63 xlO"3

2.26 xlO"8

2.25x10 "8

3.27 x lO"7

1.43x10 "8

3.27 xlO"7

3.23 x lO"7

1.43x10"*

5.02x10"'

3.27 x l O ' 7

8.90 xlO"5

1.02 XlO"3

4.83 xlO "4

8.76 xlO"3

1.00 xlO"7

g istope/g fuel

7.665x10 "04

3.207x10 "1?

1.082x10 "12

4 760x10 "16

2.698x10 ' "

1.409x10 "11

5.169x10 "5

6.614x10 "3

7.759x10 "5

9.726x10 "1

5.199x10 "6

1.645x10 "2

2.130x10 "3

8.505x10 '5

2.551 X10 "5

Isotopic Content After
60 Years of Decay

Ci/g of fuel

2.73 xi()"3

4.73 xlO "8

4.72 xlO"8

3.27 x lO"7

1.43x10""

3.27 xlO"7

3.29x10 "7

1.43x10"*

5.42x10 "'

3.27 xlO"7

7.12x10"'

1.02 xlO"3

4.81 xlO ""

2.25 xlO "3

1.00 x lO"7

g istope/g fuel

7.956x10 "4

6.712x10 "17

2.269x10'12

4.760x10 "16

2.698x10 "14

1.409x10 "11

5.265x10 "5

6.614x10 '3

8.377 X10'5

9.726x10 "1

4.159x10 "6

1.645x10 "2

2.121 X10 "3

2.184x10 "5

2.551 X10 "5

Notes:

1. 241 Am 2.8 yr activity value created by back calculation of 241Pu to time zero.
2. Original laboratory analysis data is from BNWL-1674, ''Plutonium Recycle Burnup Data and Results from the Batch Core Experiment,"
D.E. Christensen, et.al.
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Table 2.0, Isotopic Calculations (Ci/100 cm2 sample) by Surface Type, part 1

Isotope

Am-241

Np-237

Pa-233

Pa-234m

Pu-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

Th-231

Th-234

U-234

1-235

U-236

U-238

30 Year Decaj

Ci/gr fuel @
30yrs

2.63x10 "3

2.26x10 "*

2.25x10 "8

3.27x10 " '

8.90x10 ' 5

1.02x10 J

4.83 xlO "4

8.76 xlO "3

1.00x10 ' '

1.43x10 '*

3.27x10 "7

3.23 " '

1.43x10 "8

5.02x10 "9

3.27x10 ' '

Am-241
Ratio

1.00x10 °

8.59x10 "*

8.56 xlO "6

1.24x10 "4

3.38x10 "2

3.88x10 "'

1.84x10 "'

3.33x10°

3.80x10 "5

5.44x10 "6

1.24x10 "4

1.23x10 ' 4

5.44x10 "6

1.91x10 ' '

1.24x10 "4

Total Alpha
Ration

6.23x10 - 1

5.35x10 " '

5.33x10"'

7.74x10 "5

2.11 xlO ~2

2.42x10 ~l

1.14x10 "'

2.07x10 °

2.37x10 "5

3.39 xlO "6

7.74x10 ' 5

7.65 xlO "5

3.39x10 "6

1.19x10 "6

7.74 xlO"5

Sample
Location >•

Sample Type
>-

Sample Value
(Ci/100 cm2)

>•

C C

a o

1 n

c c

u c

1 n

a 1 >

1 r

e a

d 1

i

0

n

s

Moderator

Am

1.80 xlO "6

1.8x10 "6

1.55x10-"

1.54X10"11

2.24x10 -1 0

6.09x10 "8

6.98x10 "7

3.31x10 " '

6 xlO -6

6.84x10 ' "

9.79x10 "12

2.24x10 - W

2.21 xlO"10

9.79x10 "12

3.44x10 "12

2.24x10 "10

Total a

7.20 xlO ~6

4.48421 xlO "6

3.85335x10 " "

3.S363 xlO " "

5.57543 xlO " '"

1.51747x10 "7

1 73912 xlO "6

8.23527x10 "7

1.4936 xlO "

1.70502x10 "10

2.43818x10 • "

5.57543 xlO "10

5.50723 xlO " '"

2.43818x10 " "

8.55922x10 "12

5.57543x10 ' " '

Primary
Coolant
Total a

4.64 10 "7

2.88983 XlO '

2.48327x10 "12

2.47228x10 " '2

3.59305 xlO ' "

9.77926 xlO "'

1.12077x10 ~7

5.30717x10 "8

9.62543 xlO ~7

1.09879x10 • "

1.57127x10 "12

3.59305x10 • "

3.5491 xlO " "

1.57127x10 "1 2

5.51594x10 ' 1 3

3.59305x10 ' "

Top Face External

Am

5.22 xlO "8

5.22x10 "8

4.49x10 " °

4.47x10 ' B

6.49x10 ~12

1.77x10 " '

2.02 XlO "8

9.59x10 ' '

1.74x10 "7

1.98x10 " '2

2.84 xlO ~ B

6.49x10 "12

6.41 xlO ~12

2.84x10 " ' 3

9.96x10 " U

6.49x10 ~'2

Total a

7.50 xlO"8

4.67x10 '*

4.01x10 " °

4x10 ~13

5.81 xlO " ' 2

1.58x10 " '

1.81 xlO "8

8.58x10 " '

1.56x10 "7

1.78x10 " °

2.54x10 " ' 3

5.81 xlO "12

5.74x10 ~12

2 54x10 ' 1 3

8.92x10 " M

5.81x10 "12
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Table 3.0, Isotopic Calculations (Ci/100 cm2) by Surface Area, part 2

Isotope

Am-241

Np-237

Pa-233

Pa-234m

Pu-238

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

Th-231

Th-234

U-234

U-235

U-236

U-238

30 Year Decay

Ci/gr fuel
@ 30 yrs

2.63 xlO "3

2.26x10 ""

2.25 xlO ""

3.27x10 ' 7

8 90x10 "5

1.02x10

4.83 xlO "4

8.76x10 "3

1.00x10 "7

143x10 "8

3.27x10 "7

3.23x10 ' 7

1.43x10 '"

5.02x10 " '

3.27x10 "7

Am-241 Ratio

1.00 xlO "

8.59x10 "6

8 56 xlO "6

1.24x10 "4

3.38x10 "2

1.84x10 "'

3.33x10°

3.80 xlO "5

5.44x10 " '

1.24x10 "4

1.23x10 "4

5.44x10"'

1.91x10 '''

1.24x10 "4

Total Alpha
Ration

6.23 xlO "'

5.35x10 " '

5.33x10"'

7.74x10 "5

2.11 xlO "2

1.14x10 "'

2.07x10 °

2.37x10"

3.39x10 "6

7.74x10 "5

7.65 xlO "5

3.39 XlO "6

1.19x10 •*

7.74x10 "5

Sample
Location >•

Sample Type
>•

Sample Value
(Ci/100 cm!)

c c
a o

1 n

c c

u e

a t >•

t r

e a

d t

I

0

n

s

LRS Floor

Am

4.98 xlO "9

4.98x10 "9

4.27939x10 "14

4.26046x10 " ' 4

6.19186x10 " B

1.68525 xlO " l n

.9

9.1457810 • ' "

1.65874x10 '*

1.89354 10 " ' 3

2.70776 xiO " U

6.19186x10 " ' 3

6.11612x10 "1 3

2.70776x10 ' M

9.50555x10 "1 5

6.19186x10 "1 3

LRS Pipes
External

Am

6.70 xlO "'

6.7x10 " '

5.76 xlO " U

5.73 xlO "14

8.33 xlO "13

2.27x10 • ' "

1.23x10 • '

2.23 xlO ""

2.55x10 "1 3

3.64 x lO""

8.33 xlO ' "

8.23x10 "13

3.64x10 " ' 4

1.28x10 "14

8.33 xlO "°

Total a

1.13 xlO "8

7.04x10 " '

6.05x10 ' 1 4

6.02x10 "14

8.75 xlO"13

2.38 xlO"10

1.29 xlOX"'

2.34x10 "8

2.68x10 " B

3.83x10 " U

8.75x10 " ' 3

8.64x10 "1 3

3.83x10 "14

1.34x10 " '"

8.75x10 "1 3

Under Dump Tank

Am

6.68 xlO "7

6.68x10 ' 7

5.74x10 "12

5.71 xlO "12

8.31 xlO " "

2.26x10 "8

1.23x10 "7

2.22x10 "6

2.54x10 " "

3.63x10 "12

8.31 xlO " H

8.2x10 " "

3.63x10 "12

1.28x10 "12

8.31 xlO " H

Total a

4.67 xlO"6

2.90851x10 " '

2.49933x10 " "

2.48827x10 " "

3.61628x10 ' 1 0

9 84249x10 "8

5.34149x10 ' 7

9.68766 xlO "6

1.1059 xlO "10

1.58143x10 " "

3.61628x10 '"'

3-57205 xlO "U>

1.58143x10 " "

5.55161x10 "12

3.61628x10 ' 1 0
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